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Before 1992, religious conservatives had been an important voting bloc for

Republican presidential candidates.  They provided crucial monetary and

organizational support, but they were often dissatisfied with their lack of

prominence within the party.  The 1992 Republican National Convention marked 

a turning point for both religious conservatives and the Republican Party.  At that

convention, the Christian Right demonstrated its power within the party by

influencing the platform committee and the tenor of the convention.  The

convention demonstrated that religious conservatives were no longer outsiders in

the party, but were instead important players.  The convention marked a

watershed event in modern American politics because it ensured the survival of

the partnership between religious conservatives and the Republican Party.
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PREFACE

Any work addressing such topics as politics and religion will necessarily

deal with controversial subject matter about which many readers will already

have deeply held opinions.  For this reason, I feel compelled to explain the

purpose of my work and several decisions I made in writing it.  While I often

describe events and narrate the story of the 1992 Republican National

Convention, I try also to make a central argument.  Simply stated, my contention

is that the 1992 convention ensured the survival of a relationship between the

Republican Party and religious conservatives.  This relationship is complex and is

often the subject of conjecture on the part of historians, political scientists, and

other interested observers.  It existed before 1992 and it has flourished since that

time.  In this work, I attempt to show how one important political event helped

to cement this partnership.  In my judgment, the prominent role religious

conservatives played at the convention was an important reason they remained

part of the Republican coalition.  Without overstating the convention’s

importance, I think historians will need to examine it further to fully understand

why the Christian Right has become so synonymous with the Republican Party. 

In this work, I have used such terms as “Christian Right,” “Religious

Right,” and “religious conservatives” to describe a group of mutually interested
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Republicans.  Even those terms, while generally accepted as descriptions of these

voters, can be controversial.  To be clear, the Christian Right includes voters from

quite disparate religious and theological persuasions who sometimes clash even

on issues of politics.  For the purposes of this work, I use these terms to describe

voters, almost exclusively Republicans, who are primarily interested in social

issues.  Without question, the two most important of these issues are abortion

and gay rights, though other concerns like school prayer are also prominent. 

This group includes various types of Protestant voters, including

fundamentalists, mainline evangelicals, and charismatic believers.  It also

includes Catholics, most of them orthodox.  While the Christian Right

encompasses voters of many theological persuasions, its members share a focus

on social issues.  I use these terms cautiously, fully aware of their limitations. 

When these voters acted in unison or influenced agendas with their views, I

think it is fair to analyze them as one body. 

I have made an honest effort to use neutral terms when describing

controversial topics, and I hope I have been fair to people on all sides of these

issues.  I have also tried to take an even-handed approach to the controversial

subject of religious conservatism.  I hope I have succeeded, but ultimately the 

reader will decide.  My sincere hope is that the work will help to explain one of

the most significant political and religious developments of our time.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

The American twentieth century witnessed the advent of several powerful

political movements.  In the 1910s and 1920s, suffragists campaigned for

extending voting privileges to women.  Through public demonstrations, state by

state campaigns, and countless petitions, these women achieved passage of the

nineteenth amendment to the Constitution, guaranteeing equal voting rights for

men and women.  In the 1950s and 1960s, African Americans, sometimes

working with sympathetic whites, protested the racial structure of the South.

Advocating equal voting rights and an end to segregation, they achieved

numerous victories.  The most significant of these achievements were the passage

of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, guaranteeing African Americans basic protections of

the law, and the 1965 Voting Rights Act, which ensured blacks participation in

American democracy.  In the 1960s and 1970s, antiwar protesters, many of them

students, held massive rallies to demand an end to United States involvement in

Vietnam.  Although the war continued far longer than many of them wanted,

their efforts were crucial in finally extricating the U.S. from that tragic war.  1
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By the end of the twentieth century, these movements had run their

course, but a new one was dominant.  Religious conservatives, organized around

an agenda of opposition to abortion, disdain for gay rights, and a host of other

controversial social issues, had risen to a place of prominence in national politics.

The rise of religious conservatives as a political force is easily one of the most

significant developments of the twentieth century.  By 2000, the group had been

active in national politics for a quarter of a century and political candidates

sought their support, knowing the group’s power as a voting bloc.  While other

twentieth century movements achieved many of their objectives and left a lasting

impact on the national consciousness, historians may eventually conclude that

none of them exerted as strong an influence on national politics as the Religious

Right, as observers have come to call this movement of social conservatives.

Their rise to power is one of the most important developments in recent

American history and deserves the attention of historians. 

Although religious conservatives did not become a serious political force

until the late twentieth century, they owe much to the fundamentalists of the

1910s and 1920s, who fought similar cultural battles in the name of religion.  Any

discussion of modern religious conservatism must account for the impact of

fundamentalist religion on shaping the goals of the Religious Right.  On the

subject of fundamentalism, no scholar’s work is more respected than historian
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George Marsden’s.  His Fundamentalism and American Culture: The Shaping of

Twentieth Century Evangelicalism is perhaps the most influential work on the

subject.  His central argument is that fundamentalism grew as a response to both

social and religious changes.  Increased immigration and the destabilizing force

of industrialization created a volatile atmosphere in which the movement could

thrive.  Even more important were the intellectual changes brought on by higher

criticism of the Bible and the conclusion of most scientists that Charles Darwin’s

theory of evolution was the best explanation for the origin of the earth’s species.  2

During the 19  century, evangelicalism had been the dominant form ofth

American religion, influencing believers on both sides of various controversies,

the most important of which was slavery.  In Evangelicals and Politics in

Antebellum America, Richard Carwardine effectively demonstrates the prevalence

of evangelical Christianity on both sides of that contentious debate.  Although

evangelicals came to vastly different conclusions about the proper Christian

response to slavery, the influence of evangelicalism on the debate was

undeniable.  Throughout the nineteenth century, evangelical Protestantism

exerted a strong influence on national politics.   By 1920, the intellectual3
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 Marsden, 4-5. 
4

challenge of Darwinism threatened to tear apart this evangelical consensus.  In

Marsden’s view, fundamentalism arose as a response to that challenge. 

Marsden presents a textured view of fundamentalism that can be useful

for understanding the religious and political conflicts surrounding the Christian

Right later in the twentieth century.  To Marsden, fundamentalists are best

understood in the context of their evangelical roots.  Conservative theology

undergirded their efforts to resist social and intellectual changes they viewed as

threatening to a biblical world view.  Beyond their theology, fundamentalists

were defined by a disdain for modernism.  Although fundamentalists shared

much of their theology with other evangelicals, their militant anti-modernism

distinguished them.  The fundamentalist movement grew out of a number of

older evangelical traditions including revivalism, Baptist traditionalism, pietism,

and Reformed confessionalism.  Although fundamentalism was influenced by

each of these orthodox denominational movements, it also existed as a separate

movement, uniting members of various religious traditions in their opposition to

modernism’s impact on traditional Christian theology.   While previous scholars4

had viewed fundamentalism mainly as the defense of a dying way of life,

Marsden presents a more nuanced view that accounts for both its roots in

evangelicalism and its militant anti-modernism.  In the close of his work,
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Marsden correctly identifies fundamentalism as a movement that was, by

definition, socially, politically, and theologically conservative.  While

fundamentalism, in its early twentieth century form, eventually ceased to

influence American culture, its deepest impulses persisted in the later part of the

twentieth century in the form of both religious fundamentalists and Christian

conservatives. 

While fundamentalism influenced millions of believers and caused a great

deal of controversy within mainline Protestant denominations, fundamentalist

efforts met with only partial success.  Although fundamentalists waged battles in

several denominations, the most significant of these conflicts took place within

the Northern Baptist Convention and the Northern Presbyterian Church.  In

those denominations, fundamentalists were able to secure passage of doctrinal

statements affirming biblical inerrancy, the virgin birth of Christ, and the Second

Coming of Christ to judge the world.  Despite these minor victories,

fundamentalists were mostly unsuccessful in their attempts to oust their

opponents, usually called modernists, from these denominations.  While

modernists considered themselves just as devout as their fundamentalist

counterparts, fundamentalists tended to view modernists as heretics and wanted

them removed from denominational leadership.  Of particular concern to

fundamentalists was the modernist presence in seminaries and positions of
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church authority.  For the most part, fundamentalists were unable to oust

modernists from leadership positions in either the Northern Baptist Church or

the Northern Presbyterian Church.  Today, both of these denominations are

relatively free from fundamentalist influence.  By 1930, most media

commentators viewed the fundamentalist movement as unsuccessful, and liberal

and moderate church leaders predicted that the movement would cease to exert

influence on the direction of American Christianity.5

No event signified the perceived demise of fundamentalism more than the

“Scopes Monkey Trial,” an event that has been popularized through

interpretations of it by playwrights and Hollywood screen writers.  In that trial,

fundamentalist leader William Jennings Bryan faced off against Clarence

Darrow, a well known criminal defense lawyer.  John Scopes, a biology teacher in

Dayton, Tennessee, had violated a state ordinance by teaching Darwin’s theory

of evolution in a public school.  At the trial, thousands of fundamentalists from

the area showed up to support their hero, Bryan.  At the trial, Darrow called

Bryan to the stand, and Bryan accepted.  Darrow presented several scientific and

historical challenges to the authenticity of the Bible, which Bryan answered,

much to the delight of the crowd.  Although Bryan won the trial and secured the

admiration of his southern audience, he lost the battle for public opinion and
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probably did great damage to his cause of preserving the influence of

fundamentalism.  The national media portrayed Bryan as unintelligent and

viewed Darrow as having scored an intellectual victory for the cause of

modernism.  6

Historian Edward Larson has pointed out that the issues in the trial were

more complicated than most people perceived and that Bryan was more

motivated by economic populism than by fundamentalist religion.  Still, the

common perception of the trial was clear: fundamentalists seemed foolish to

most of the country, particularly members of the national media, academicians,

and liberal theologians.   Marsden argues that it is difficult to overstate the7

impact of the trial on driving fundamentalism from the national consciousness.

He writes, “William Jennings Bryan’s ill-fated attempt in the summer of 1925 to

slay single-handed the prophets of Baal brought instead an outpouring of

derision. Very quickly . . . the strength of the movement in the centers of national

life waned precipitously.”   The event ultimately went farther in defining the8

fundamentalist movement than the doctrinal statements of congregations or

pronouncements of conservative preachers. 
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Scholars of the early fundamentalists have pointed out that the movement

was not only theological, but also represented one response to social change. 

While the fundamentalists certainly held dear their doctrines of scriptural

inerrancy, belief in the virgin birth of Christ, and the bodily resurrection of

Christ, they were also identified by their response to both social and cultural

change.  In that respect, religious conservatives owe much to the

fundamentalists.  In The Faith of Modernism, Shailer Mathews writes of

fundamentalists and modernists that, “the differences between these two types of

Christians are not so much religious as due to different degrees of sympathy with

the social and cultural forces of the day.”   Viewed in that light, fundamentalism9

was not exclusively a theological movement, but also a social and political one.

By resisting the intellectual changes brought on by Darwinism and higher

criticism of the Bible, fundamentalists attempted to preserve a way of life that

was both familiar and comfortable to them.  Their battles were not confined to

denominational meetings or gatherings of preachers.  They brought their agenda

to the political process.  The necessity of the Scopes Trial is a prime example of

this trend.  Fundamentalists sought not only to preserve their theology within

their own churches, but to maintain the conservative theological consensus that

dominated the country before the turn of the twentieth century.  Although their
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agenda was certainly more theological than modern Christian conservatives, the

connection between the two groups cannot be denied. 

By 1930, most observers believed the fundamentalist movement had run

its course.  While fundamentalist ideas would continue to influence pockets of

believers, particularly in southern and rural areas, most academics, media

commentators, and theologians believed that the movement would cease to exert

much influence on the national religious consciousness.  In 1927, the editors of

Christian Century, the leading magazine of religious liberalism, pronounced,

“Anybody should be able to see that the whole fundamentalist movement was

hollow and artificial and wholly lacking in qualities of constructive achievement

or survival.”   This prognosis was typical of elite opinion about the movement.10

Between 1930 and the late 1940s, these predictions seemed to hold true.

Fundamentalism did not significantly influence the national debate over

religious, social, or political issues.  Humiliated by the common perception of the

Scopes Trial and discouraged by their failure to oust modernists from most

denominations, fundamentalists retreated to the confines of their churches.

Despite the perception that fundamentalism was a dying movement,

conservative Protestantism returned to prominence with the fundamentalist

revivals of the 1940s and 1950s, led by evangelists such as Billy Graham. 
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Scholarship on fundamentalism during the intervening years was sorely lacking

until historian Joel Carpenter’s acclaimed work Revive Us Again: The Reawakening

of American Fundamentalism.  In that work, Carpenter argues that, contrary to

popular opinion, fundamentalism was not dead, but merely in hibernation. 

In his view, the years between 1930 and 1950 were crucial for the

movement because it was during that time that fundamentalists dealt with

internal issues that had previously hindered their success.  During those years,

fundamentalists grappled with two conflicting impulses.  On the one hand, many

fundamentalists still longed for an America in which their theology, political

views, and social sensibilities dominated the national discourse.  This was the

same desire that led fundamentalists to support bans on the teaching of

evolution in public schools and the removal of liberal members of Protestant

denominations.  While this impulse remained strong, many fundamentalists

gained a new focus after the Scopes Trial of 1925.  Convinced by public reaction

to the trial that their views were simply not in step with an America so greatly

influenced by the media, the arts, academicians, and liberal theologians, some

fundamentalist leaders advocated a retreat from the public square. In their view,

the best hope for Christians was to simply work within the confines of

fundamentalist churches and wait for the return of Christ to restore order to the

world.  Had this separatist impulse become the dominant view for
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fundamentalists, the Christian Right may never have risen to a place of such

prominence in the second half of the twentieth century.  11

That viewpoint, although influential in fundamentalist circles in the 1930s

and 1940s, ultimately gave way to an evangelical outlook, which many

fundamentalist leaders viewed as contradicting the desire to separate totally

from the larger culture.  According to Carpenter, the primary reason that

fundamentalists decided to end their self-imposed exile from the national debate

was the revivalist fervor that grabbed hold of fundamentalists and evangelicals

during the late 1940s and 1950s.  In those years, Billy Graham and others led

popular mass meetings at which they preached the salvation of the individual by

faith in Christ.  Youth for Christ rallies became common and popular

occurrences, particularly in the southern and western states.  In holding these

meetings and spreading a message of evangelism, these revivalists demonstrated

the rejection of separatism by most fundamentalists and the desire of the

movement’s members to re-engage the culture.  In Carpenter’s view, the years

between 1930 and 1950 were crucial ones for fundamentalists.  In those years,

they resolved a contentious internal debate and emerged stronger than ever,

ready to imprint the popular culture with their brand of conservative theology
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and evangelistic messages.   In doing so, they paved the way for conservative12

Christians to enter the national dialogue on issues that would become pressing

later in the twentieth century, namely abortion, homosexuality, and school

prayer.  Once fundamentalists and other conservative believers rejoined the

national debate, the emergence of conservative Christian voices in political and

social debates was almost inevitable. 

Although he frequently boasts political neutrality, any discussion of the

Christian Right’s emergence as an American political force must include mention

of Billy Graham’s evangelistic work.  Graham first entered the national scene in

1949, when he led a series of Youth For Christ revivals in Los Angeles.  The

gatherings drew thousands of attendees, many of whom publicly accepted

Graham’s evangelistic message.  The event garnered national attention, and

Graham became an overnight celebrity.  His message was well suited for the

times.  He peppered his speeches with nationalistic appeals and staunch, anti-

communist rhetoric.  He also received much attention from national political

leaders and often commented on issues of public interest.  While he adamantly

refused to officially endorse presidential candidates, his views were usually no

secret to his supporters.  13
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During the 1960 presidential race, Graham made no official endorsement,

but privately gave counsel to his old friend and anti-communist ally, Richard

Nixon, who was running on the Republican ticket against Senator John Kennedy,

a Roman Catholic.  While many Protestant leaders spoke out against the notion

of a Catholic president, Graham did nothing to counteract the anti-Catholic

fervor.  In one letter to Nixon, he encouraged his friend to “concentrate on

solidifying the Protestant vote” by choosing as his running mate someone who

was an unabashed evangelical.  Graham believed that if he reached out to

evangelicals, Nixon could “present a picture of America that would put much of

the South and border states in the Republican column and bring about a

dedicated Protestant vote to counteract the Catholic vote.”  14

Graham’s message to Nixon was an early indication that conservative

Christians recognized the impact they could have on the political process.

Although Graham never bonded with Kennedy, he forged a relationship with

Kennedy’s vice president, Lyndon Johnson. Following Kennedy’s assassination,

Graham offered his counsel to Johnson, which the new president readily

accepted.  The relationship was mutually beneficial. Johnson was happy to have

the friendship of the country’s most beloved evangelist, knowing that many of

Graham’s supporters would conclude that he supported Johnson’s politics.  For
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his part, Graham was thrilled to have access to the White House and the ear of

the president.  When Johnson came under attack for his prosecution of the

Vietnam War, Graham defended the policy, saying that the war in Indo China

was a crucial part of the larger effort to defeat communism.  When Johnson

decided not to seek reelection in 1968, he saved Graham the difficult task of

choosing between himself and Nixon, who decided to seek the Republican

nomination, after receiving encouragement from Graham.  During the election,

Graham was anything but neutral, despite his refusal to issue an official

endorsement.  At a September crusade, he offered Nixon a seat of honor in the

VIP section, where photographers easily found him.  Graham also sat in the

audience at one of Nixon’s question and answer sessions.  After making repeated

references to Nixon’s strong sense of morality, Graham finally acknowledged just

before the election that he had cast an absentee ballot for Nixon.  The Nixon

campaign used this proclamation to gain the support of undecided Protestants

who admired Graham.  After Nixon’s election, he continued his close friendship

with Graham, who made regular appearances at the White House.15

Although Graham became disenchanted with political involvement after

Nixon was forced to resign from office following the Watergate scandal, his

activities during the 1960s and 1970s laid the groundwork for increased political
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involvement by Christian conservatives.  His decision to blend conservative

theology and evangelism with a nationalistic, anti-communist message

demonstrated for many believers that good Christians could take stands on

issues of public policy.  His friendships with Presidents Johnson and Nixon

provided access to power that previous evangelicals had never known.  While

Graham never became very active in the Christian Right after its growth during

the 1980s, his political activities were in part responsible for encouraging them to

pursue their agenda.  He demonstrated the impact conservative Christians could

have on the political process if they expanded their activities beyond religious

issues to politics.  For this reason, his importance to the advent of the Christian

Right cannot be overstated.16

1972 was an important year in determining the eventual role of the

Christian Right in American politics.  Although religious conservatives had not

yet joined forces to influence politics, the political conventions of 1972 went a

long way towards ensuring that they would eventually become part of the

Republican coalition.  In that year, George McGovern, a liberal Senator from

South Dakota, won the Democratic nomination.  He instituted reforms to the

party’s delegate selection process that ensured representation by women, racial

minorities, and students.  This change ensured that the party’s platform would
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reflect a more liberal outlook than previous ones.  This fact was especially true on

social issues, many of which had never before been mentioned in a major party’s

platform.  The platform included a full section on the rights of women and strong

statements of support for family planning, an issue that was quite controversial

at the time.  Perhaps most surprising was the platform’s affirmation of “the right

to be different,” a statement many viewed as supporting nontraditional families

and gay rights.  The platform’s statement that, “Americans should be free to

make their own choice of lifestyle and private habits without being subject to

discrimination or prosecution” was no doubt shocking to evangelicals, who were

mostly supportive of state laws enforcing a strict code of sexual morality.  17

Historian James Murray Oldfield has pointed out that McGovern and his

followers represented a direct challenge to the evangelical subculture.  That

subculture, in Oldfield’s words, emphasized “traditional family structures, strict

norms of sexual behavior, racial conservatism, and strident pro-military

nationalism.”   McGovern received the support of just 20% of evangelicals, a18

figure that was significantly lower than his national share.  The change

McGovern’s candidacy fostered in the Democratic Party was not temporary.  His

supporters, many of them veterans of the women’s and civil rights movements of
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the 1960s, remained active in the party.  Their brand of liberalism was a change

from the New Deal, economic liberalism of Franklin Roosevelt, which held more

appeal for evangelicals, many of whom were poor and middle class.  The new

liberals focused more on social and environmental issues and were increasingly

wary of American nationalism.  Although Jimmy Carter would temporarily draw

evangelicals back to the Democratic Party, the 1972 convention virtually ensured

that the group would eventually enter the Republican fold.19

Although the Christian Right would eventually become one of the

Republican Party’s most important voting blocs, a Democratic presidential

candidate first galvanized Protestant voters to unite behind a modern

presidential campaign.  Born and raised in conservative Southern Baptist

churches, Jimmy Carter’s evangelical roots could not be denied.  During his run

for the presidency, he made no secret of his evangelical beliefs and often used the

phrase “born again” to describe himself.  Despite frequent references to his

evangelical faith, he also avoided statements that could be construed as offensive

to other religious traditions, particularly Catholicism and Judaism.  Significantly,

he retreated from taking traditional stands on moral issues such as abortion and

homosexuality.  By 1976, a vocal anti-abortion lobby was already active, and the

issue of gay rights was increasingly important to evangelicals.  Despite the
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potential for political gain, Carter refused to emphasize either of these issues,

choosing instead to center his message on honest government and a host of

economic proposals.  Carter did not make significant contact with evangelical

leaders, as Ronald Reagan would later do.  Additionally, Carter did not

specifically target evangelicals through television or radio campaigns.  He

worried that doing so would offend other groups and bring down his coalition,

which also included most of the country’s liberals.  20

One of Carter’s campaign managers remembers that, “Our appeal to them

(evangelicals) in 1976 was not done as formally as it was in ‘80 and ‘84 by Reagan

and the Republicans.  The appeal was because of Carter’s own religion, because

he’s a born again Christian and his experience as an evangelical. There was no

particular message.”   Although he refused to make opposition to abortion or21

gay rights a central part of his campaign, Carter’s identification with the

evangelical tradition was enough to earn him strong support from voters who

shared that faith.  A majority of white evangelicals supported Carter for

president over incumbent Gerald Ford.  At the time, the group consisted of over

45 million Americans.  Their support was crucial to Carter’s victory, which was

extremely narrow.  For that support, many evangelicals expected that Carter
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would grant them access to the White House and use his office to expand their

influence.  For many of them, their expectations for Carter included serious

attention to controversial social issues.22

Because of the attention Carter’s campaign brought to evangelicals,

Newsweek magazine proclaimed 1976 “the year of the evangelical.”  Evangelicals

as a group were not committed to any particular political party.  Although they

had voted Republican in 1968 and 1972, they only mirrored the national trend in

those years.  Moreover, they switched to the Democratic column to support one

of their own in 1976.  When Carter began his presidency, most people had not

heard of Pat Robertson or Jerry Falwell, and those who had viewed them

primarily as religious figures, not political ones.  Pat Robertson’s statements

about the campaign were indicative of the fact that white evangelicals had not

yet cast their political lot with the Republicans.  During the campaign, he

publicly supported his fellow evangelical, but he later claimed to have had

doubts and cast a last minute vote for Ford.  He ultimately broke with Carter and

has maintained for the past twenty-five years that supporting Carter was a great

mistake.  23



20

Although evangelicals were not aligned with a particular party in 1976,

Carter’s one term as president ultimately helped move white evangelicals to the

Republican column.  As president, he did little to please this group that had been

partly responsible for his election.  Of particular concern to leaders like Billy

Graham and Francis Schaeffer, the evangelical scholar whose work influenced a

generation of conservative believers, was Carter’s stance on abortion.  The issue

had been a troubling one for Carter during the campaign.  He received

significant support from both pro-choice and pro-life voters.  When pressed to

take a stand, he usually acknowledged that he was personally opposed to

abortion, but thought the best way to handle the issue was to enact measures that

would make abortion less prevalent.  These measures included support for poor

families and a comprehensive program of sex education.  Once in office, Carter

adopted a moderately pro-choice stance in which he opposed both legal

prohibition of abortion and federal funding of abortions.  For religious

conservatives, who were just beginning to develop a coherent ideology that

centered on opposition to abortion, this stance was insufficient.  In the minds of

many evangelical leaders, including Billy Graham, Pat Robertson, and Jerry

Falwell, the fundamentalist Baptist preacher who was rising in prominence, 
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Carter’s refusal to support a ban on abortions was an abdication of his

responsibilities as an evangelical Christian.24

As journalists pressed Carter for details about his beliefs, he became less

appealing to conservative evangelicals.  Not only was he nominally pro-choice,

but he also was no inerrantist on the issue of the Bible.  He was influenced

heavily by the writings of Richard Niebuhr, the liberal theologian who had been

a critic of Billy Graham’s in the 1950s.  Carter also confessed that he had no

problem with an occasional drink of alcohol, and opposed the idea of returning

organized prayer to the public schools.   Perhaps the greatest frustration25

evangelicals had with Carter was his consistent support of the Equal Rights

Amendment.  First proposed in 1923 for the purpose of ensuring that women

received the equal protection of the law, many conservatives viewed the

proposed amendment as an attack on the traditional family structure and

opposed its passage.  Most evangelicals fell into this group, and Carter’s

advocacy for the amendment’s passage was perhaps the final breach in his

formerly collegial relationship with evangelicals.  During Carter’s term in office,

the debate over the amendment heated up significantly, with conservative

leaders like Tim and Betty LaHaye organizing evangelicals and other Christians
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to oppose it.  When Carter refused to join their cause and spoke out in favor of

the amendment, he sealed his fate with conservative Christians and virtually 

ensured that his reelection bid would not garner the kind of evangelical support

that his first campaign had.26

More than any other year, the 1980 presidential election assured that the

newly formed Christian Right would be a part of the Republican Party.  By 1980,

religious conservatives were a much more cohesive group than they had been in

1976.  During the intervening years, fundamentalist televangelist Jerry Falwell

had formed the Moral Majority, along with other conservative leaders.  Founded

in 1979, the organization was dedicated to galvanizing conservative Christians to

involve themselves in politics and to supporting candidates who made social

conservatism a central part of their platform.  The Republican candidate for

president, Ronald Reagan, realized early on in his campaign that conservative

Christians, most of them white evangelicals, could provide significant support

for his candidacy.  27

Although this group’s disenchantment with Carter’s policies made

Reagan’s task easier, he did not have the advantage of Carter’s evangelical

background.  Reagan was not “born again,” at least not in the sense that most
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evangelicals used the term.  When asked about the issue by a reporter, Reagan

stumbled over his words and provided an answer that made clear he was no

evangelical: 

       “In the religion of the church that I was raised in . . . you were baptized            

        when you yourself declared that you were, as the Bible says, as the Bible         

        puts it, that that is being born again. And so, it was, within the context of        

        the Bible, yes, by being baptized.”   28

Without the luxury of an evangelical background, Reagan had to appeal directly

to conservative believers by adopting both their issues and their rhetoric.29

Early on in the campaign, one of Reagan’s advisers recognized the

potential for Republicans to add conservative Christians to their coalition.

Donald Devine, himself a conservative Protestant, identified two historically

Democratic demographic groups that could be enticed to vote Republican almost

solely on the basis of the abortion issue: traditional Catholics and evangelical and

fundamentalist Protestants.  While Carter worried that reaching out to

conservative evangelicals would erode his liberal support, Reagan’s campaign

team concluded that their candidate had far more to gain from an alliance with

evangelicals than it had to lose.  Reagan had an advantage in that groups likely

to be offended by a strong pro-life stance, particularly feminists and civil

libertarians, would not be supporting his candidacy anyway.  As his campaign
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manager, Lee Atwater, put it, “We did not fear a backlash because . . . you can’t

lose support where you never had it in the first place.”   After this deliberation,30

Reagan and his campaign began to openly court evangelical and fundamentalist

leaders. Reagan’s messages increasingly emphasized traditional moral values

and religion.  Speaking to the National Religious Broadcasters, Reagan

proclaimed his belief that organized prayer should not have been taken out of

public schools.  Reagan also met privately with leaders of the Religious Right.

Significantly, he met with Falwell on several occasions and garnered the

fundamentalist preacher’s unequivocal support.  31

Reagan was also selective in choosing which religious constituencies with

which to meet.  He declined an invitation to address the more liberal National

Council of Churches, but readily affiliated with the National Association of

Evangelicals, a group of conservative, evangelical leaders.  Most importantly,

Reagan made opposition to legal abortion a central theme of his campaign.  Not

only did he publicly state his support for a constitutional amendment banning

abortion, but he repeatedly mentioned the issue in his speeches in the context of

his support for a return to traditional values.  In August 1980, Reagan made an

appearance at a briefing of the Religious Roundtable, organized by conservative
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clergy.  He told them “I know you cannot endorse me, but I endorse you and

what you are doing” and openly questioned the biological theory of evolution. 

While Reagan’s appeals to religious conservatives clearly benefitted his

campaign, Carter was more constrained.  If Carter sought the support of these

voters by incorporating their issues into his campaign, he would risk alienating

feminists, gay rights supporters, and liberals, who were an important part of his

political base.  The result was that Reagan made significant inroads with the

conservative religious community, while Carter’s standing dropped.  In the end,

a majority of white evangelicals supported Reagan over Carter, and support

from other conservative Protestant groups and Catholics was crucial to his

victory.  32

While Reagan’s triumph was instrumental in bringing conservative

Christians to the Republican Party, these voters were not part of the party’s

establishment and did not control the party’s infrastructure.  Throughout the

1980s, religious conservatives became an increasingly important component of

the Republican Party.  They supported Reagan’s 1984 reelection in huge

numbers, and by 1988 they were eager to participate in the nominating process to

choose a Republican presidential candidate.  Although New York Representative

Jack Kemp, Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole, and Vice President George Bush
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were the early frontrunners, a televangelist from Virginia, Pat Robertson, also

entered the race.  Raised as a Southern Baptist, Robertson had been involved

with charismatic Christian movements for most of his adult life and enjoyed a

wide following of conservative believers because of his popular religious show,

The 700 Club.  Although his inability to raise sufficient funds and lack of political

experience ultimately doomed his campaign, he made a surprisingly strong

showing in the primaries.  In an upset that stunned the entrenched Republican

leadership, he placed second in the Iowa caucuses, a traditional test of a

presidential candidate’s strength.  His campaign faltered in later primary

contests, largely because of his inability to win votes outside his base of

religiously motivated voters.  33

Still, Robertson’s run for the presidency was significant for religious

conservatives because his supporters learned the intricacies of the primary

process, which would help them become more important players within the

Republican Party.  Although most of Robertson’s campaign volunteers shared his

charismatic beliefs, he also drew votes from fundamentalist Southern Baptists,

mainstream evangelicals, and conservative Catholics.  His ability to draw from a

wide base of religious voters demonstrated the power this voting bloc could have

if its members acted in unison.  Robertson saw his campaign as the culmination
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of the religious conservatives’ attempt to gain inside access to the Republican

Party. Despite his defeat, Robertson’s campaign was crucial in allowing these

voters to join the rank and file of the Republican Party.  With their newfound

knowledge of the delegate selection process, many of Robertson’s voters stayed

active in Republican politics, agitating for an increased emphasis on social

issues.   One study of Robertson’s supporters found that over 65 percent of his34

supporters were active in the Bush/Quayle campaign of 1992.35

Following his failed presidential bid, Robertson elected to build on the

remnants of his campaign organization to create a vehicle by which his

supporters could influence politicians and legislation, pushing their agenda in

the process.  The result was the formation of the Christian Coalition, a grassroots

organization of the Christian Right committed to educating religious voters

about candidates and issues and electing “pro-family” politicians to office.  In

1989, he tapped Republican political consultant Ralph Reed to run the

organization.  Reed had first become active in Republican politics during his

college years at the University of Georgia.  He went on to serve in a leadership

role for the College Republicans and by the early 1980s was a rising star within

the party.  In 1985, he experienced a religious conversion that deepened his
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commitment to conservative politics and shifted his focus primarily to social

issues.  As head of the Christian Coalition, he led the organization to gain a

membership roster that, although in dispute, clearly was in the hundreds of

thousands.  His organization remained a vital part of the Christian Right

throughout the 1990s, drawing thousands of voters to political involvement and

rasing millions of dollars for candidates the organization’s leaders considered

sufficiently conservative.36

Although the rise of religious conservatives has been documented by

several historians, one aspect of their ascendance has remained mostly

untouched: their unique role in the 1992 Republican National Convention.  While

they had been an important part of the Republican electoral coalition since

Reagan’s 1980 victory, they had never before enjoyed a position of prominence at

a Republican convention.  In fact, many Christian conservatives believed that

party leaders deliberately avoided giving them prominent convention roles,

fearful that doing so would alienate moderate voters the party needed to win

elections.   At the 1992 convention, at which Republicans nominated incumbent37

president George H. W. Bush to run for reelection, religious conservatives played

an important convention role that went well beyond their activities at previous
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conventions.  The 1992 convention represented an important turning point for

religious conservatives.  At that convention, they demonstrated their new place

of prominence through control of the platform committee’s proceedings and the

emphasis on values issues by convention speakers.  Their influence at the

convention seems to have had an adverse effect on Bush’s reelection chances,

with many moderate voters offended at the focus on controversial social issues

by convention speakers.  Beyond that, the convention secured the role of

religious conservatives within the Republican Party and solidified their place in

American politics.  The 1992 convention was also a watershed event in American

political history because it signified an important change in the Republican Party.

By 1992, social conservatives dominated it.  Party members uncomfortable with

the new emphasis on social issues would have to either change parties or resign

themselves to the fact of conservative domination.
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CHAPTER TWO

Religious Conservatives and the Platform Committee 

When Republicans gathered in Houston for their nominating convention

in August 1992, more self-identified religious conservatives attended the

gathering than any previous Republican convention.  A primary reason for this

fact was conservative commentator Pat Buchanan’s primary challenge to

incumbent President George Bush. Although he won no primary victories,

Buchanan did embarrass the president with strong early showings in Georgia

and New Hampshire.  His message of unabashed opposition to abortion and gay

rights appealed to religious conservatives who were by that time a central part of

the party.  Many of Buchanan’s delegates came to the convention with the goal of

influencing the party platform to reflect more closely their conservative social

values.  In addition to Buchanan delegates, many Bush delegates were religious

conservatives who had supported Bush as a demonstration of party loyalty and a

means of gaining access to the platform process.   A Washington Post poll of the1

delegates found that 42 percent were evangelical conservatives.  That number
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did not include social conservatives of other religious persuasions.   President2

Bush must have been aware of the prevalence of these religious delegates at the

convention because he chose family values as the convention’s theme.  The

country’s economic recession probably contributed to his need for a new

message, but his choice of social conservatism as a main rallying point was

indicative of the importance of religious voters to the party in 1992.   3

Buchanan’s primary challenge apparently convinced Bush that he needed

to focus on winning religious voters to his cause because at the convention, he

focused on gaining their full support.  Although presidential candidates rarely

speak at convention events other than to deliver their acceptance speech, Bush

agreed to address a National Prayer Breakfast gathering of religious

conservatives.  At the event, he extolled the virtues of religion, proclaiming

America the most religious nation on earth.  He even went so far as to state that a

person cannot be a good president without a belief in God and the importance of

prayer.   His comments at the prayer breakfast set the tone for the convention, 4

Http://bushlibrary.tamu.edu/research/papers/1992/9208200.html.
Http://bushlibrary.tamu.edu/research/papers/1992/9208200.html.
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and his statements on religion would prove mild in comparison to those by other

convention speakers. 

Bush was not alone in his courting of religious conservatives.  His running

mate, Vice President Dan Quayle, addressed a gathering of religious

conservatives on the convention’s eve.  At the “God and Country” rally, he made

clear his devotion to the causes of the Religious Right: “I don’t care what the

media say.  I don’t care what my critics day.  I will never back down from talking

about traditional values.”   By using the phrase “traditional values,” Quayle was5

clearly identifying himself with religious conservatives, whose leaders frequently

invoke the phrase in support of their issue positions, like opposition to abortion

rights and support for organized school prayer.

Quayle had already become a favorite of these voters for his statements

attacking the popular television show Murphy Brown.  In the show, the lead

character, a single woman, chooses to become pregnant and raise a child on her

own.  Quayle viewed the plot line as an attack on family values and stated his

distaste for it.  Quayle’s statements became the subject of many late night

comedians, but religious conservatives appreciated his willingness to address the

issue of family values.  Introduced by Pat Robertson as a “man of courage” at the

rally, Quayle was cheered by the audience, many of whom held signs
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proclaiming, “Dan Quayle Was Right” and featuring a picture of Murphy Brown

with a large ‘X’ over her face.  In his remarks, he appealed directly to religious

conservatives: “The elites laughed at my reference to Murphy Brown, and they

sneered at my defense of traditional values.  It wasn’t just me they were laughing

at, my friends. It was you. It was your families and your values.”   Quayle’s6

comments were a further indication that the experience of religious conservatives

at the convention would be vastly different from previous ones.  While religious

conservatives at past conventions felt snubbed by party leaders, the group

wielded such influence by 1992 that both the presidential and vice presidential

candidates not only associated with them, but appealed directly to their issues.

Before the convention, Bush had been no favorite of religious

conservatives.  During the 1988 Republican primary, many supported Robertson,

but others opted for conservative Senator Jack Kemp.  As early as 1985, Bush had

begun to court conservative evangelicals, appearing on religious shows and

meeting with evangelical leaders like Jerry Falwell.  Despite this effort, religious

conservatives never warmed to Bush, other than to support him over Democrat

Michael Dukakis in the 1988 general election.  The primary reason for this

distance between Bush and the Christian Right was his stance on abortion.  After

the Supreme Court’s 1973 Roe vs. Wade decision, which ended state laws against
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abortion during the first trimester, Bush declared his support for the ruling.

Although he rarely mentioned the issue, he was publicly pro-choice as a 1980

presidential candidate.  After joining the Republican ticket as Reagan’s vice

presidential candidate, he changed positions on the issue, declaring himself

opposed to legalized abortion.  Still, many religious conservatives worried that

he was not strong on the issue.   The tenuous nature of Bush’s relationship with7

these voters clearly seems to have influenced his handling of the 1992

convention.  Although Bush never cited the strained relationship as a reason for

the influence of religious conservatives at his convention, Quayle addressed the

issue in his memoirs.  Quayle contends that the political calculation behind the

convention was the desire to bring in disaffected Buchanan voters who were

mostly apathetic towards Bush.  This calculation was flawed, as Quayle 

admitted.  In fact, religious conservatives had no significant option other than to

vote for Bush or sit out the election.8

Whether the decision to court religious conservatives at the convention

was a shrewd political move is an open subject of debate.  What is indisputable is

that the president’s strategists made a conscious decision to emphasize issues of

importance to that voting bloc at the convention.  One strategist for the Bush
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campaign spoke to reporters on condition of anonymity and described the

campaign’s plans for the convention: 

       “Our purpose is to define George Bush and the Republican Party as the            

        proponent of fundamental social norms in terms of the family, in terms of      

        sexual behavior, and in terms of reward for work. Conversely, we intend to   

        define Clinton and the Democrats as advocates of individual fulfillment,         

        without regard to generally held values and beliefs.”9

One of the main reasons for this decision was the poor economy that dogged the

Bush campaign from the start.  By shifting the focus to social and moral issues,

Republican strategists hoped to find an edge over the Democrats.  Additionally,

they hoped to galvanize voters of the Religious Right and foster a strong turnout

among the Republican base.   Although this strategy ultimately did not result in 10

a Bush victory, it eventually helped secure the place of religious conservatives

within the party.

 Media coverage of the convention focused heavily on the prevalence of

religious conservatives, which increased the perception of the convention as

dominated by religious conservatives.  Media outlets covered the activities of

these delegates extensively, with many articles focusing on their resurgence.  By

1988, many commentators speculated that the movement had run its course and
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that society’s growing acceptance of homosexuality, abortion, divorce, and

religious diversity would doom their efforts to seriously influence the political

process.  These prognoses seemed off the mark when delegates began arriving at

the 1992 convention. While no one could have predicted their unequivocal

victory on the platform committee or the prevalence of their issues in key

speeches, their influence on the convention was obvious even before it started.   11

At one gathering of religious conservatives before the convention, Pat

Robertson proclaimed, “Well, this is a resurrection here today!” to the delight of

his audience.  As speaker after speaker denounced abortion, homosexuality,

religious pluralism, and the “media elites,” as Robertson referred to the

mainstream media, the crowd cheered wildly.  Despite their prevalence at the

convention, these voters’ views were not congruent with public opinion at the

time.  Polls showed a majority of Americans in favor of some civil rights

protections for gays, sex education in public schools, and most significantly,

legalized abortion.   This divergence would become a serious issue for Bush’s 12

campaign, especially given his need to reach both suburban and women voters,

who tend to be moderate on social issues.

As the convention approached and Bush made clear his intention to
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promote family values as its theme, those on the opposite side of the culture wars

began to take notice.  As early as a week before the convention started, protesters

began to assemble outside the convention hall.  In one of the largest and most

vocal demonstrations, gay rights activists protested the Bush administration’s

handling of the AIDS crisis, arguing for more funding to find a cure for the

deadly disease.  They also denounced the influence of religious conservatives on

Bush’s campaign and his association with leaders of the Christian Right.

Christian conservatives also took part in the protesting, with hundreds of people

marching in opposition to abortion rights.  In the course of that demonstration,

forty-one abortion opponents were arrested after a confrontation with pro-choice

demonstrators.  Screaming “How much is a baby worth?” the protesters injured

at least two pro-choice demonstrators and refused to cooperate with police

officials, who hauled them to jail.   The demonstrations on both sides were13

indicative of the cultural conflicts influencing the convention’s proceedings.

Without question, the Republicans held their convention in the context of a

raging culture war that ultimately hampered the attempts of party leaders to

present a picture of unity to voters.  The conflicts outside the convention hall

paled in comparison to the fierce debate among Republicans over how to handle

controversial social issues.  Both the platform hearings and the convention 
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speeches later demonstrated that the battle over issues like abortion and gay

rights was not one from which the Republican Party could easily escape. 

One crucial point about the controversy that enveloped the Republican

Convention, particularly the platform hearings, is that it stood in stark contrast to

the Democratic National Convention (DNC).  Held in July 1992, the DNC was

not marked by much tension on social issues.  Pennsylvania Governor Robert

Casey, a Democrat who was also pro-life, pleaded with the platform committee

to adopt an amendment stating the party’s opposition to “abortion on demand.” 

The amendment failed miserably on the first vote, and Casey had very few

supporters on the platform committee.  On the first ballot, the platform

committee adopted language that endorsed “the right of every woman to choose,

consistent with Roe vs. Wade, regardless of ability to pay, and support for a

national law to protect that right.”  Not only could Casey not achieve a change in

the Democrats’ position on abortion, but he had so little support that the issue

was never in doubt.  After his failure to persuade the platform committee, Casey

requested permission to address the convention and present the pro-life position

from a Democratic perspective.  Texas Governor Ann Richards, who chaired the

convention, flatly denied his request.  Reproductive freedom became a central

theme of the convention, with numerous speakers mentioning the party’s

support for abortion rights.  For his part, Clinton stated unequivocally that, “It
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makes a difference whether the president believes in abortion rights, and I do.”  14

The result of Casey’s failure was that Democrats presented a united front on the

issue.  Although the platform committee entertained Casey’s amendment, it

never stood a serious chance of passing, and there was little debate over the

topic.  The scene was much different at the Republican Convention one month

later.  With a majority of pro-life delegates joining a vocal minority of pro-choice

Republicans on the platform committee, the issue became much more

contentious for Republicans. 

            No aspect of the convention underscored the new role of religious

conservatives in the Republican Party more than the work of the platform

committee.  As the convention neared, conservative leaders set their sights on the

party’s platform, which they believed should further reflect their conservative

values.  For the first time, the Christian Coalition actively organized delegates to

attend the convention.  During Robertson’s 1988 bid for the White House, many

Christian conservatives learned the intricacies of the delegate selection process,

which helped their cause in 1992.  In most states, delegates are pledged to a

certain candidate, but there are few specifications on who the delegates will be.

Many states hold a separate election for delegates.  In 1988, Robertson had used

this method to his advantage by sending delegates to the convention as Bush or
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Dole pledges.  Although they were bound to vote for their appointed candidate,

they could side with Robertson on numerous issues at the convention.  This trend

was even more pronounced in the 1992 election, mainly because Robertson

endorsed Bush over Buchanan early in the campaign.  The result was that, while

Buchanan’s delegates were almost exclusively religious conservatives, many

Bush delegates were also committed to the causes of the Christian Right.  15

Of the 2,209 delegates at the Houston convention, over 300 were members

of the Christian Coalition, according to leaders of the organization.  Of course,

many more delegates were social conservatives but not members of the

Coalition.  As state parties chose their representatives to the platform committee,

these delegates were able to play an active role.  The results were convincing: of

the 107 members of the platform committee, 20 held membership in Robertson’s

organization.  The Christian Coalition was not alone in its organization efforts.

Conservative activist Phyllis Schlafly founded the Republican National Coalition

for Life (RNCL) in 1990, with the specific purpose of pushing the party to adopt a

strong anti-abortion platform.  Its board of directors included prominent leaders

of the Christian Right, including Gary Bauer, head of the Family Research

Council, and Beverly LaHaye, who led the Concerned Women of America.  The

RNCL proved effective at organizing delegates.  On the first day of the platform
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hearings, Schlafly presented the committee with signatures from 100,000

Republicans, 3,500 of them office holders, requesting firmly pro-life language in

the party’s platform.  Schlafly claims that the group was on “very friendly” terms

with at least 40 members of the platform committee.   This organization by the16

Christian Right was quite successful.  The result was that, although the platform

committee included a number of pro-choice and moderate Republicans, their

chances of success were minimal. 

Even before the convention began, it was clear that Republicans would

have a fight on their hands over the issue of abortion.  The week before the

convention, Time magazine ran a special story on the relationship between the

Republican Party establishment and the anti-abortion movement.  For years,

establishment politicians such as George Bush and Bob Dole had paid lip service

to their opposition to abortion.  In 1984 and 1988, the party even went so far as to

pass platform language calling for a constitutional amendment banning the

procedure.  Still, religious conservatives often felt that party leaders used the

issue for political gain, while hiding behind the Supreme Court’s Roe decision,

which stopped states from outlawing abortions.  With the passage of a

constitutional amendment unrealistic, Republicans could enjoy the support of 
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pro-choice moderates who assumed the right to an abortion was relatively

secure.  17

1992 was different from previous conventions, not only because of the

increased influence religious conservatives held, but also because the Supreme

Court’s Webster vs. Reproductive Health Services (1989) decision made the

outlawing of abortion seem more feasible.  In the majority decision, authored by

conservative Chief Justice William Rehnquist, the court upheld three state

restrictions on abortion, and observers of the court believed Roe was in danger. 

In a dissenting opinion, Justice Henry Blackmun, who authored the majority

opinion in Roe, wrote, “I fear for the future. While for today, at least, the law of

abortion stands undisturbed, the signs are very evident and very ominous, and a

chill wind blows.”   While the Roe decision had previously provided some cover18

for establishment Republicans, the prospect of its overturning ignited moderates

within the party.  With both religious conservatives and moderates geared for a

platform battle, Republican leaders were unable to avoid a controversy they

knew could hurt their candidate’s chances. 

Two groups organized moderate delegates to the RNC: the Log Cabin

Republicans, a group of Republicans in favor of gay rights, and Republicans for
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Choice, whose leaders hoped that the party’s platform would present a more

moderate view on the abortion issue.  Both these groups organized delegates, but

neither was nearly as effective as the Christian Coalition or the RNCL.  The

Republicans for Choice did, however, have the support of several high-profile

Republican leaders. Massachusetts Governor William Weld, a popular governor

who was also pro-choice, approached President Bush on the issue before the

convention.  His hope was that the president would use his influence at the

convention to address the issue in a way that would be favorable to moderate

Republicans.  Although the president entertained his proposal, which included a

preamble to the platform’s abortion section that acknowledged a difference of

opinion on the issue within the party, Bush chose not to act on it.   The19

movement for a pro-choice platform also enjoyed the support of prominent

elected Republicans, like California Governor Pete Wilson and Maine Senator

Olympia Snowe.  Snowe synthesized the arguments of these pro-choice leaders

when she described the anti-abortion platform: “It’s dividing our base and

alienating others. It speaks volumes about how we view women. All of these

other issues get drowned out by that symbolism.”  20
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Ann Stone, founder and president of Republicans for Choice, was another

important pro-choice Republican leader.  Her organization was clearly the most

influential with the platform committee, primarily because she worked with

several state delegations with a pro-choice majority.  Without question, the

strongest support for a pro-choice platform came from New England states, with

some support from a minority of the California delegation.  The state delegations

from Maine, Connecticut, Massachusetts, and the Virgin Islands were all

predominately pro-choice, and several other state delegations included strong

pro-choice representation.  Because all states are represented on the platform

committee, a number of pro-choice delegates made their way on to the platform

committee, ensuring that pro-choice Republicans could at least wield some

influence on the discussion of the party’s platform.  21

As the convention neared, the looming platform battle became

increasingly worrisome for Bush.  Although Bush does not mention the issue in

his memoirs, Quayle later acknowledged that campaign strategists saw the

platform battle as a potential negative for Bush’s reelection chances.  Bush

campaign officials tried to work out some sort of compromise that would satisfy

the pro-choice delegation, but their efforts proved ineffectual.  The primary

liaison between the Bush campaign and the conservatives who dominated the
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platform committee was Oklahoma representative Don Nickles, who chaired the

platform hearings.  A committed social conservative, Nickles was also a strong

Bush supporter who wanted to avoid negative publicity.  22

In Quayle’s view, Bush’s previously strained relations with religious

conservatives was a crucial factor in his inability to achieve a compromise.  Had

Bush not switched his position on the abortion issue earlier in his career, he

might have had more leverage to request conciliatory language from pro-life

delegates.   In addition to Bush’s past vacillation on the issue, religious23

conservatives also worried that he did not share their reflexive disdain for

abortion.  In an interview just weeks before the convention, a reporter asked

Bush what he would do if his granddaughter informed him that she planned to

have an abortion.  His statement was less than reassuring to the Christian Right:

“Look, I’m opposed to abortion.  I would try to talk her out of it. What am I

going to do but—other than that?”   Because of his past position on the issue and24

his refusal to embrace the strident anti-abortion language of the Christian Right,

Bush had little credibility with religious conservatives.  Their representatives on 
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the platform committee rejected his overtures for a compromise, and a platform

struggle became inevitable. 

Another factor working against Bush in his relationship with conservative

Christians was his wife Barbara’s statements on abortion and gay rights leading

up to the convention.  In an interview that garnered several headlines, she stated

her opinion that, “Abortion is a personal choice.”  She went into detail describing

her support for Bush’s statement that he would support a daughter who chose to

have an abortion: “Of course, we would.  There would be no question about that

. . . I would certainly put my arms around her and hug her and love her and care

for her.”  She also seemed to support the pro-choice position on the issue when

she said, “You know, you can’t pin a child down and say you can’t have an

abortion.”  Particularly infuriating to religious conservatives was her disapproval

of including any mention of abortion in the party platform.  Speaking of abortion

and homosexuality, she said, “I think that’s— it’s a personal choice is what I’m

saying, personal thing. The personal thing should be left out of, in my opinion,

out of platforms at conventions.”  She also spoke of the Republican Party as a

“big tent” that should welcome both pro-life and pro-choice Republicans.   For25

religious conservatives, her statements could not have been comforting. Socially

conservative Republicans had long battled against the influence of moderate
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New England Republicanism, and Barbara Bush’s statements seemed to place her

squarely in that camp.  The widespread coverage of her statements only

reinforced the notion among conservative Christians that Bush did not share

their passion for outlawing abortion.  Resigned to supporting a candidate who

was not sufficiently ardent about their issues, religious conservatives turned to

the party platform to express the social conservatism they considered a key

component of traditional conservative beliefs. 

At the hearings, the committee discussed several controversial issues.

Without question, the most contentious of these was the question of abortion.

The issue was a troubling one for Republicans.  Although most convention

delegates described themselves as pro-life, Bush was aware that a majority of the

country preferred to keep abortion legal. While the Democratic convention had

been mostly free of internal disputes, Republicans were deeply divided over the

issue.  The primary concern of Bush campaign strategists was that emphasizing

the party’s opposition to abortion rights would turn away moderate suburban

voters, especially women.  In the end, Bush did not have much of a choice.  With

a majority of the platform committee opposed to any changes on the abortion

issue, Bush was powerless to force moderate language.  His campaign made

overtures to religious conservatives on the committee, in hopes that they might

moderate their position in order to avoid a platform battle that could damage
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Bush’s election chances.  Although representatives from the Bush campaign met

with a group of pro-life advocates on the committee, he was unable to persuade

them to moderate their language.   With Bush effectively removed from the26

equation, conservatives on the platform committee were free to pursue a

platform that reflected their values, particularly on controversial social issues. 

One important strength conservative members of the platform committee

enjoyed was the fact that their view of abortion, while not a majority opinion

nationwide, was the consensus view at the convention.  Throughout the

convention speeches, statements attacking abortion rights consistently drew the

most applause.  Media outlets reported on this phenomenon heavily, with many

commentators observing that convention speakers and the audience were much

more focused on social issues than at previous Republican conventions.27

Delegates who attended the convention also noted that the pro-life view was

clearly in the majority at the convention.  One delegate recalls that “most every

person we met seemed focused on social issues.  Abortion was the most

important one, but generally religion was very present.  At times, it seemed more

like a church service than a political convention.”   Another delegate remembers28
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that, “I was very pleased to realize that the vast majority of the other delegates

shared my basic beliefs.  For example, I cannot recall meeting another delegate

who was upset about the party’s opposition to abortion. This unity made the

convention seem like coming home.”   The prevalence of the pro-life position at29

the convention made the task of abortion rights supporters much more difficult. 

With a majority of delegates committed to the party’s pro-life position, the

chances for a pro-choice upset on the platform committee were relatively

minimal. 

As the platform hearings began, Stone directed pro-choice members of the

platform committee to prepare for a significant debate on the issue.  That debate

never came.  When the committee began work on the platform section dealing

with abortion, Stone made her presentation.  Arguing for a platform that would

endorse “the principles of individual freedom and religious liberty” and “the

concept of limited government and a right to privacy,” she was passionate in her

speech.  Careful to couch her arguments in language familiar to Republicans, she

gave great emphasis to the idea of a limited government, not only in economic

matters, but also on issues of personal morality.  She also stated her view that a

pro-choice or neutral platform would benefit the Republican ticket by drawing in

moderate voters who agreed with the party on economic and foreign policy
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issues, but were frustrated by its opposition to abortion rights.  Despite her

impassioned plea, Stone simply did not have the votes to change the platform.  30

When she requested a vote on the abortion plank, a majority of the 107-member

platform committee denied her request.  With each failed vote, pro-choice

members requested fewer concessions.  Each time, they could not achieve the

necessary votes to elicit a discussion or vote on the issue.   Not only did the31

approved platform maintain support for a constitutional amendment

criminalizing abortion, but its statement that “the unborn child has a

fundamental right to life that cannot be infringed” implied opposition to abortion

even in cases of rape, incest, or a threat to the mother’s life or health.   The32

stridency of the pro-life rhetoric was indicative of the power religious

conservatives held at the convention.  Despite repeated requests for a vote and

threats of a fight on the convention floor, pro-choice forces never came close to

achieving a vote on the issue. 

Although pro-choice leaders argued that a moderate position on abortion

rights might help Bush’s reelection chances, a majority of delegates seemed to

agree with Donald Devine, head of the Committee for a Conservative Platform,
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who stated, “When you’re twenty-six points behind, the first thing you’ve got to

do is firm up your base.”   Although the abortion section of the platform was33

only two sentences long, it demonstrated the power of the pro-life movement

within the Republican Party.  The only concession pro-choice activists achieved

was a preamble to the party’s statements on abortion that acknowledged

differing views on the issue within the party.  This plank was followed by the

most strident anti-abortion language ever employed in a major party platform.34

The strong stance on abortion pleased a majority of convention delegates, many

of whom made their views clear to journalists covering the convention.  The 

response of one Texas delegate was typical: “We just felt that at least one major

party should represent the pro-life position on the abortion issue.”35

The reaction of pro-choice delegates to the platform was unambiguously

negative.  At a gathering billed as a “Celebration of the Republican Tradition of

Choice,” pro-choice Republicans denounced their party’s rigid stance on the

abortion issue.  Attended by Stone and Kate Michelman, president of the

National Abortion Rights Action League, the event provided pro-choice

Republicans an opportunity to vent and debate strategy about their next move.
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Some delegates supported the idea of leaving the party.  One delegate from

Houston called the platform “the mouthings of a bunch of religious zealots,”

while another worried that “if that fundamental right (abortion) is taken away,

others will also be taken away.”   In addition to venting their frustrations, the36

delegates also deliberated about whether to press the issue further at the 1992

convention or wait four more years to change the party’s platform.  Most of the

speakers made clear their disdain for the platform, but also expressed a desire to

eventually unite behind the Republican ticket.37

Because the platform committee refused the pro-choice delegates an

opportunity to debate the issue, these delegates quickly turned their attention to

the possibility of a floor fight.  The issue was a complicated one, both

procedurally and politically, for pro-choice Republicans.  To force a vote on the

convention floor, they needed majority support from six state delegations.  They

would then have to present a petition of these delegates and those from other

states who supported their cause.  Pro-choice Republicans believed the issue was

crucial and worked hard to secure the support of six state delegations.  Governor

Weld and John McKernan, Jr., governor of Maine, worked tirelessly to gain
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signatures for the petition.   While pro-choice leaders worked to convince38

delegates to sign their petition, the Bush campaign worked to stop their efforts.

Issuing a statement that the campaign “wanted to get the convention off on the

right foot,” Bush spokesperson Torie Clark urged pro-choice delegates not to

force a floor fight.  The campaign also sent out surrogates to various state

delegations, urging them not to support a floor fight that would be televised and

that campaign strategists believed would hurt Bush’s chances.39

As state delegations debated their stance on the issue, four delegations

emerged as strongly supportive of a floor fight: Maine, Massachusetts, New

Mexico, and the Virgin Islands.  Two of the states in question were California and

New Jersey.  In both cases, Bush received help from pro-choice governors.

Rumors circulated that a majority of California delegates supported the right to

abortion and might join the list of delegations primed for a platform struggle.

California Governor Pete Wilson addressed the delegates and expressed his

mixed emotions on the issue.  Although he made clear his disdain for the

platform, he also stated that changing the platform was hopeless and encouraged

the California delegation not to join the protest over the platform.  “By
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promoting a fight that cannot be won, you risk creating rancor and division,” he

said.  After Wilson’s appeal, leaders of the California delegation agreed not to

hold a vote on the issue, and pro-choice advocates lost a very important battle.  40

Abortion rights supporters believed a majority of the Pennsylvania

delegation might support their cause.  Their efforts to win a majority of that

state’s delegation failed mainly because of a speech by Senator Arlen Specter, a

pro-choice moderate.  He urged against a platform struggle on the grounds that

it would hurt Bush’s chances for reelection.  New Jersey was another state that

many commentators believed might support a platform fight.  Thomas Kean, a

former governor of the state, spoke to the New Jersey delegation and expressed

the same reservations about a floor fight that Wilson had.  He believed the fight

was unwinnable and encouraged delegates not to start a floor fight that could

cost Bush votes and alienate potential supporters within the party.  Abortion

rights forces fell just six votes short of a majority of the New Jersey delegation.

The Vermont vote was also close; if two more Vermont delegates had supported

the effort, the state would have joined the list of delegations seeking a platform

struggle.  New York abortion rights supporters fell thirty-three votes shy of

forcing a floor fight.   With the failure of pro-choice advocates to persuade41
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members of these three states, their fight to change the platform effectively

ended. 

Once they realized that a floor fight was highly unlikely, Governors Weld

and McKernan, who had been leading the pro-choice effort, announced that they

did not have the necessary votes and would end their quest to change the

platform.  One of the primary reasons they decided not to seek petition

signatures from other state delegations was their belief that pro-choice forces

could win a more pleasing platform at the 1996 convention.  To do so, they

needed to avoid alienating moderate Republicans who wanted a pro-choice

platform, but did not want to hurt the Republican ticket by starting a floor fight.42

In withdrawing support for the effort, Governor Wilson effectively launched the

campaign for a pro-choice platform in 1996.  “I fully expect and intend that this

will be the last Republican platform that contains this plank,” he boldly asserted.

Wearing a button that read, “Pro-Choice, Pro-Bush,” Weld agreed to stop the

move to change the platform.  While promising to fight the same battle at the

1996 convention, he said it was “time to unite and get behind the president.”43

Although Wilson’s predictions about the platform never came true, the belief

that the party would eventually reject its anti-abortion stance was clearly a
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motivating factor for pro-choice Republicans in their decision to end the platform

struggle. 

Despite the strident platform language and refusal to allow debate on the

issue, the Bush campaign tried to present a moderate front on the abortion issue.

One of its chief surrogates was Christine Todd Whitman, the 1990 Republican

senatorial candidate from New Jersey who later became governor of that state.

She penned an editorial in The New York Times entitled, “How to Be Pro-Choice

and Pro-Bush.”  Making much of the fact that Democrats did not allow a pro-life

speaker at their convention, she lauded Republican leaders for allowing a pro-

choice speaker (California Senator John Seymour).  She stated unequivocally her

support for abortion rights and her belief that the Republican platform was

wrong on the issue.  Still, she defended Bush as someone who embraced

diversity of opinion and assured readers that her party was truly a “big tent.”  44

She ignored the very specific platform language, which was unambiguous on the

subject of abortion.  She also did not mention the fact that, while one speaker did

mention abortion rights, his reference was only in passing and he was not

allowed to speak in prime time, when his speech would have been nationally

televised.   The Bush campaign tried to soften the impact of the approved45
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platform by issuing a statement that “people can be pro-choice and pro-Bush.”  46

His efforts were belied by the strident platform language and the dominance of

pro-life delegates at the platform proceedings.  By refusing to even grant the pro-

choice delegates a vote, religious conservatives demonstrated their power on the

platform committee.  That even the party’s presidential candidate could not

achieve more moderate platform language on the abortion issue was a testament

to the preeminence of religious conservatives at the 1992 convention. 

Abortion was not the only issue of importance to religious conservatives

on the platform committee.  They also focused on gay rights, a topic that was

rising in prominence as some Americans grew more liberal in their acceptance of

homosexuals.  Although some Republicans argued for a moderate message on

homosexuality that acknowledged differences of opinion, religious conservatives

were determined that the party be unambiguous in its opposition to gay rights. 

Part of the reason for their emphasis on the issue was the fact that the Democratic

challenger, Arkansas Governor Bill Clinton, openly advocated repealing the ban

on gays in the military.   According to Ralph Reed, the issue of gay rights was47

second only to abortion in importance to religious conservatives.  His

organization was in constant communication with at least one-fourth of the 107-
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member platform committee throughout the hearings.   Even before the48

convention began, the issue stirred controversy for Republicans. Vice president

Quayle contributed to the furor over gay rights at the convention when he

responded to a question about medical studies indicating that homosexuality

may be genetically determined.  His statement that, “It’s more of a choice than a

biological situation.  It’s a wrong choice”  underscored the popular impression49

of a Republican Convention dominated by religious conservatives. 

The platform committee’s handling of the gay rights issue was another

demonstration of who ruled the day at the convention.  With no debate, the

committee approved a platform that opposed the rights of gays and lesbians to

marry.  It also opposed their right to adopt children or even to serve as foster

parents for orphaned children.  The platform also made a special point to express

its disapproval of “the efforts of the Democrat Party to redefine the traditional

American family.”  Finally, it called for excluding gays and lesbians from

military service.   This final plank was particularly important because it50

represented an attempt by the Republican Party to distinguish itself from the

Democrats on issues of importance to Christian conservatives.  In seizing the
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conservative ground on the issue of gay rights, Republicans clearly hoped to

galvanize disaffected Buchanan voters and other religious conservatives.

Although the effort did not result in a Bush victory in 1992, the party platform

was significant because it signified that Republicans would lead the charge

against gay rights.  Since 1992, acceptance of gay rights has grown among

Americans,  but the Republican Party has continued to oppose most attempts to51

grant any legal recognition of gay unions.  The 1992 convention was an

important turning point for the party on gay rights because the platform

included a stronger emphasis on the issue than previous Republican platforms. 

Although abortion and gay rights were the primary topics of concern for

religious conservatives, the platform also included other issues that made clear

their preeminence within the party.  The first agenda on the platform was a

rather ambiguous endorsement of the “traditional family” and “traditional

American values.”  The platform stated that the party will only support laws that

“reflect what makes our nation prosperous and wholesome: faith in God, hard

work, service to others, and limited government.”   While the Democratic52

platform that year did not mention any higher being, the Republicans clearly
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designed their platform with religious voters in mind.  Another section that was

pleasing to religious conservatives was a section on “the rights of the family.”

This section was also laden with ambiguities, calling on Republicans to oppose

any attempts by Congress to “abridge the rights of the family formed by blood,

marriage, adoption, or legal custody.”  Although the platform did not provide

specifics about such laws, it did make clear that they were part of an effort by

Democrats “to redefine the traditional American family.”  53

The platform also included a section dealing with “cultural values,” with

some of the most adversarial language of the approved platform.  In that section,

the platform asserted that segments of “the media, the entertainment industry,

academia, and the Democrat Party are waging a guerilla war against American

values.”  Allegedly, these groups disparaged “personal responsibility . . .

traditional morality . . .  religion, and promote hostility towards the family’s way

of life.”  According to the platform, these groups hurt children by encouraging

them to participate in “promiscuity . . . and irresponsible behavior.”   On the54

surface, this section of the platform might not have seemed crucial because it did

not address any substantive issues.  Viewed with a proper understanding of the

Christian Right, however, the platform sent a clear message to religious
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conservatives about who controlled the party’s message.  That group of voters

has traditionally worried about the influence of academia, the media, and the

entertainment industry, which they tend to view as contributing to a decline in

moral values.  By including an attack on these institutions, members of the

platform committee appealed to religious conservatives and identified the

Republican Party with their values. 

Ultimately, the platform served as a powerful demonstration of the power

religious conservatives held at the convention.  Politicians often attempt to

assuage voters who disagree with the platform by issuing statements that people

can easily disagree with a party’s platform and support its presidential

candidate.  Certainly, few voters are likely to agree with the platform on every

issue, and many voters end up supporting the candidate of a party with different

views than their own.  The fact remains that platforms are important reflections

of where a party stands on various issues at the time of the election.  If that were

not true, religious conservatives and more moderate Republicans would not

have wasted so much energy to shape the party’s platform to their liking.  For

that reason, religious conservatives were correct in viewing their triumph on the

platform committee as an indication that they had finally arrived as major

players within the party.  In previous years, Republicans made concessions to

religious conservatives, opposing abortion rights, for example, in the 1984 and
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1988 platforms.  Still, the stridency of rhetoric that pleased the ground warriors

of the Religious Right was mostly absent in those earlier platforms.  The 1992

convention was a turning point for the Republican Party in that religious

conservatives finally became a permanent and indispensable part of the

Republican coalition. While that coalition still included others, the Christian

conservatives were clearly the most influential members.  In a sense, the

Christian Right had become to the Republican Party what labor unions once were

to the Democratic Party. 

The religious conservatives’ victory on the platform committee is

especially significant given the results of the platform hearings at the 1996

convention.  At that convention, moderate Republicans failed in their efforts to

withdraw language on the abortion issue from the platform.  The 1996 platform

adapted to the personality and campaign of the Republican candidate, Kansas

Senator Bob Dole.  Still, it reflected the values of the Christian Right on such

issues as abortion, gay rights, and school prayer.  On those issues, the platform

did not diverge seriously from the 1992 platform.   With the perspective of time,55

historians can clearly observe that what religious conservatives accomplished on

the 1992 platform committee was in no way an historical aberration.  On the 
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contrary, it represented the culmination of years of ground work by activists of

the Christian Right. 

By working in local and state party organizations throughout the 1980s

and by demonstrating their loyalty to the party in the 1980, 1984, and 1988

elections, these voters became a central component of the party.  Coupled with

the fact that many Republicans who did not identify themselves as religious

conservatives still shared their basic social values, this trend gave the Christian

Right an advantage in drafting the party’s platform.  The group’s success on the

platform committee came as no great surprise, though it clearly signified a shift

for the Republican Party.  The 1996 platform proceedings were an indication that

the 1992 convention was a watershed event for Republicans.  For the first time,

religious conservatives exerted serious control over the platform proceedings. 

Far from having to compromise with their moderate counterparts, as had been

the case in previous years, they set the agenda for the proceedings and ensured

that the party would reflect their values.  In recent elections, religious

conservatives have served as a core constituency for Republican presidential

candidates.  One of the primary reasons these voters have remained so loyal to

the party is that its platform has consistently supported their positions on issues

of importance to them.  The 1992 platform proceedings were crucial for both the 
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party and religious conservatives.  In many ways, the event ensured the survival

of a relationship that has proven fruitful for both groups.   
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CHAPTER THREE

Family Values From the Floor: Convention Speeches

           

Besides their work on the platform committee, religious conservatives

demonstrated their power at the convention in another important way: their

influence on the convention speeches.  The very tenor of the convention was

different from those in previous years because in 1992 religious conservatives

were given important speaking roles.  Although Robertson spoke at the 1988

convention, his appearance was more the result of his status as a serious

presidential contender than a desire by party leaders to allow religious

conservatives a chance to share their message with the country.   His speech was1

essentially an endorsement of Bush’s candidacy, with few references to issues of

importance to religious conservatives.  While he attacked “tax and spend

liberalism” in great detail, he made only one obscure reference to abortion in his

entire speech.   In short, Robertson and his supporters did not significantly2

influence the tenor of the convention, and Republican organizers were free to use

the convention as a forum to reach moderate and undecided voters. 

Http://www.patrobertson.com/Speeches/1992GOPConvention.asp.
Http://www.patrobertson.com/Speeches/1992GOPConvention.asp.
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The 1992 convention was a much different story.  Although the typical

convention rhetoric of praise for the party’s candidate and ambiguous patriotic

appeals prevailed, the Christian Right enjoyed a more prevalent role than at

previous Republican conventions.  Not only did a significant number of Christian

conservative leaders address the convention delegates, but the theme of family

values was prevalent throughout the proceedings, even during time slots when

large numbers of Americans were watching on television.  An evaluation of these

texts indicates that by 1992 religious conservatives were no longer outsiders in

the Republican Party.  Instead, they enjoyed a place of importance, as

demonstrated by their influence on the overall tenor of the convention. 

One of the earliest convention speeches came from a person who was

rising in prominence as a leader of the Christian Right.  Alan Keyes, who would

eventually run for the Republican presidential nomination in 1996, addressed

convention delegates in Houston.  At the time, he was the Republican candidate

in a U.S. Senate race in Maryland.  Before the convention began, he stirred

controversy with his suggestion that Republican leaders treated him like an

“invisible man” because he was black.  He also stated that the party was falling

short in its attempts to reach African American voters and criticized its leaders

for not giving him a more public role in the convention.  These comments drew

the attention of the national media and the result was that most news coverage of
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his speech emphasized his comments on race and the party’s failure to reach

more minority voters.3

While Keyes did use his speech to argue for the party to “oppose racism,

anti-Semitism and group hatred,” he also brought the issues of the Christian

Right to the convention floor in a provocative way.  Not only did he mention his

opposition to abortion rights, but he linked the issue to his racial heritage in a

way that clearly invoked the terminology of religious conservatives: “Just as our

forebearers insisted on respect for the humanity of enslaved blacks, we must

insist on respect for the humanity of unborn children.”   His comments linking4

the rights of embryos and fetuses to the status of slaves were arguably among the

most controversial statements of the convention.  His speech was especially

significant because the party slotted his address for late in the evening, assuring

that he would receive prime time television coverage.  Beyond that, he received

the first standing ovation of the convention.   His speech was one of the earliest5

demonstrations that the 1992 convention would be different for religious

conservatives.  Not only was one of their own allowed to address the convention

in prime time, but he focused on a bedrock Christian Right issue and received a
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raucous response from the convention floor.  Although Keyes’ speech was a

positive sign for religious conservatives, he turned out to be only one of several

speakers who made the causes of the Religious Right an important part of their

convention addresses. 

Another speech that generated controversy at the convention was one

given by Marilyn Quayle, wife of the party’s vice presidential candidate.  In

keeping with the tradition of allowing candidate spouses important speaking

roles at the convention, party leaders awarded Quayle an evening speaking slot,

during which a maximum number of viewers would witness the address.  In her

speech, Quayle emphasized issues of importance to the Religious Right, making

numerous references to “family values” and “traditional values.”  Perhaps the

most intriguing aspect of her speech was that she chose to frame her statements

on traditional family values by recalling the tumultuous period of the 1960s.

Drawing a contrast between those who joined the counterculture and those who

“did not believe in destroying America to save it,” she appealed to many

conservatives’ disdain for that period of social change.  Because many religious

conservatives viewed the 1960s as a time when commonly accepted standards of

morality began to deteriorate, her comments resonated with many in the

convention hall.  Her statement that, “ . . . not everyone enjoyed the

counterculture” drew her loudest and longest applause of the evening. 
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Although religious conservatives were not the only Republicans disturbed by

trends that began in the 1960s, her decision to frame the speech in that context

was indicative of the changing dynamics of the Republican Party.  Her

statements attacking those who believed that “American society . . . had to be

radically remade” also demonstrated her affinity with the Christian Right,

particularly her attitude towards “the sexual revolution,” as Quayle referred to

the loosening of sexual morality that began in the 1960s.   Although her6

introductory remarks about the social changes of the 1960s were somewhat

nebulous, the rest of her speech left little doubt about which issues she had in

mind. 

Quayle’s appeals to the Religious Right began even before she uttered a

word.  She was introduced by actor Gerald McRaney, the star of television’s hit

comedy “Major Dad,” who heralded her as a “lawyer, novelist, volunteer . . .

who still has time to bake cookies.”  The reference was clearly a swipe at Bill

Clinton’s wife, Hillary, who famously declared that she chose to have a career

instead of staying home to bake cookies.  McRaney’s introduction gave Quayle

the opportunity to allude to her husband’s well known attacks on the hit

television show “Murphy Brown”: “If only Murphy Brown could meet Major

Dad— what a story!”  After her introductory comments about the 1960s, Quayle
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proceeded to the crux of her speech, which was a resounding and sometimes

combative defense of what she termed “traditional American values.”  She stated

early on in her speech that, “Not everyone believes the family is so oppressive

that women can only thrive apart from it.”   As a further demonstration of her7

support for traditional values, she lauded women who “love being mothers or

wives, which gives our lives a richness that few men or women get from

professional accomplishment alone.”  8

To demonstrate her point, Quayle described her decision to leave the

work force and focus on raising her children.  Quayle had attended law school

and worked in the legal profession for several years before her husband entered

politics.  At that point, she decided to leave her career behind.  In her address to

the convention delegates, she celebrated that decision, insisting that it was the

best for her family.  “Having a profession is not incompatible with being a good

wife or mother . . . but believe me, it isn’t easy,” she stated.  She then described

her decision to leave the law profession to work on her husband’s campaign and

focus on raising her children.  Insisting that her decision was not “caving in,” she

lauded mothers who decide not to work and praised the virtues of such a
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lifestyle and the “richness” it brings to women.   Although she did not explicitly9

state her disapproval of women who pursue careers and motherhood

simultaneously, she clearly focused her praise on women who choose to stay at

home.  Her comments must have sounded appealing to members of the Religious

Right, many of whom held a quite traditional view of gender roles within the

family.  Quayle’s discussion of stay at home motherhood was another example of

how Christian Right rhetoric influenced the tenor of the convention. 

Without question, the most controversial aspect of Quayle’s speech

centered on her discussion of contemporary feminism.  After spending several

minutes describing the benefits of women leaving the workforce, she moved on

to discuss her views of the modern women’s movement.  She pointedly attacked

Democrats for placing faith in “the promises of the liberation movements” and

suggested that their support for these movements was the reason “the liberals

are always so angry.”   Because prime time convention speeches are often10

designed to appeal to moderate and swing voters, such controversial statements

are usually missing from convention addresses.  Quayle’s speech was not typical

in that regard; it was provocative from start to finish.  She saved her most

pointed attacks for the end of her speech.  In what proved to be her most
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controversial statement of the evening, she stated of liberals that, “They’re

disappointed because most women do not wish to be liberated from their

essential natures as women.”   The remark put both Quayle and her husband on11

the defensive in the national media.  In subsequent comments, they both made

clear their belief that the media had overemphasized the remark’s significance.  12

Whatever Quayle’s reasons for including the comment in her speech, her

message of family values resonated with the religious conservatives who filled

the convention hall.  One self-identified religious conservative who attended the

convention remembers the reaction from the convention floor: “Everyone

seemed to admire her for speaking out directly about family values. I’m sure

there were some people who were not so happy with her speech, but she

received one of the best rounds of applause at the convention.”   That the wife of13

a vice-presidential candidate would use her convention speech to discuss family

values was a testament to how influential Christian conservatives had become

within the Republican Party. 

In another speech focusing on family values, Barbara Bush addressed the

convention.  Although her language was not as confrontational as Quayle’s, she
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nevertheless focused on a theme familiar to religious conservatives, titling her

speech, “Family Values: The Country’s Future is in Your Hands.”  Repeatedly

using the phrase “family values,” Bush even attempted a definition in her speech,

calling it the determination of parents to teach their children values like “love of

God and pride in being an American.”  Much of her speech focused on

recollections of her family’s life in Midland, Texas, where she and George lived

following World War II.  Recalling the simplicity of small town life, she described

how she spent much of her energy focusing on her children and their activities.  14

Although her remarks on stay at home motherhood were less pointed

than Quayle’s, Bush still emphasized the role of women in focusing on their

children.  Her message amounted to a much softer expression of the same core

values that dominated other speeches at the convention.  The focus was almost

exclusively on an idealized conception of simple family life that was always an

emphasis of the religious conservative movement.  One delegate remembers the

speech by saying that, “It was another example that the Republican candidates

really cared about my values of supporting the family.  It was a major contrast to

the other party.”   Her speech seemed designed to present a kinder version of15

the Republicans’ family values offensive, but her choice of theme was another
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indication that things had changed in the Republican Party.  Christian

conservatives were not simply one faction in a larger Republican coalition; they

were the dominant one.  Their views were expressed not only by leaders of the

Christian Right, but also by candidates and even their wives. 

Another speech that drew attention for its theme of family values and its

focus on issues of  importance to religious conservatives was the address by Vice

President Dan Quayle.  Speaking after his wife’s combative comments on

feminism and the family, Vice President Quayle carried on her themes.  In his

memoirs, he notes that his use of the phrase “cultural divide” rather than

“culture war” distinguished him from other convention speakers, primarily Pat

Buchanan, whose keynote speech caused a furor.   Perhaps that difference in16

tone was important in ensuring that Quayle’s address not receive the same

negative reaction as some other convention speeches.  While Quayle’s speech

was certainly not as pointed as Buchanan’s, the emphasis on family values and

moral norms was the same.  Couching his conservative rhetoric in nostalgic

appeals to small-town life, Quayle nevertheless managed to emphasize the same

social issues that dominated the convention’s proceeding.  The title of his speech

spoke volumes about his message: “The Family Comes First: We Cannot Take
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Orders From Special Interests.”   His decision to focus his speech on the17

importance of family and family values was indicative of the influence that

religious conservatives held within the party by 1992.  Quayle had always been a

favorite of the group, certainly more so than the party’s presidential candidate. 

He delivered a speech that was in keeping with his image as a warrior for

conservative social causes.

Like Barbara Bush, he appealed to images of small town family life and

what he called “the traditional values of middle America.”  He began his speech

by stating his pleasure that his critics had not been able to keep him off the

Republican ticket and pledging to continue fighting for “our beliefs” and “family

values.”  After a long discussion of his experiences trying to “instill character” in

his children, he proclaimed that his experiences as a parent convinced him that

“the family comes first.”  He described the “cultural divide” in stark terms,

claiming that many parents try to pass their basic values on to their children,

only to have “their values belittled and their beliefs mocked by those who look

down on America.”   Although his ambiguous statement left some doubt as to18

who these people were, the rest of his speech was pointed, with Quayle eager to

attack liberal groups and ideas he believed were a threat to “family values.”  His
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introductory remarks were not as direct as those later in his speech, but they

made clear that his purpose was to defend the socially conservative values he

claimed were under attack. 

Without question, the most controversial aspect of his speech, and the

aspect that provided the greatest demonstration of Quayle’s allegiance to

religious conservatives, was his analysis of gay rights.  Before the convention,

Quayle had generated controversy by claiming that homosexuality was not

genetically determined, but rather a “wrong choice” that gays and lesbians

made.   Despite the furor surrounding that comment, Quayle again chose to19

mention the issue of gay rights in his speech.  After detailing some of the

hardships faced by parents, he declared that “Americans try to raise their

children to understand right and wrong, only to be told that every so-called

‘alternative lifestyle’ is morally equivalent. That is wrong.”   Although he did20

not specifically mention gays and lesbians, the reference could not have been

clearer.  In denouncing their lifestyle, Quayle made clear his devotion to the

causes of the Christian Right.  Opposition to gay rights was a centerpiece of the

religious conservative agenda, as evidenced by their work on the platform

committee to enshrine such opposition in the party’s official statements. 
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Quayle’s comment on the issue was another example that religious conservatives

influenced the Republican agenda.  Significantly, Quayle’s speech included not a

single mention of the traditional Republican issues of tax cuts and deficit

reduction.21

In his memoirs, Quayle defends his focus on family values and maintains

that his language was more moderate than strident.   While his speech was not22

as controversial as others at the convention, especially those given by Pat

Robertson and Pat Buchanan, his address was clearly influenced by the ideals of

the Christian Right.  By emphasizing the importance of family values and

making adherence to social norms a centerpiece of his speech, Quayle

demonstrated once again his devotion to religious conservatives.  His omission of

issues that had traditionally dominated conservative thinking and Republican

conventions was particularly noteworthy.  Quayle’s decision to give a speech on

family values, while not particularly surprising, was one more example of the

ways religious conservatives dominated the convention.  Although it would be

an overstatement to say that Quayle penned his speech solely as a response to

their presence at the convention, his choice of topic and deliberate emphasis on 
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values issues was simply another sign that the ideals of religious conservatives

had become those of the Republican Party by 1992. 

Unquestionably, Pat Robertson, founder of the Christian Coalition and

1988 presidential candidate, was one of the key figures in the Christian Right. 

His organization and influence with religious voters was one of the principle

reasons religious conservatives managed to achieve such a place of prominence

within the Republican Party.  After supporting Carter in the 1976 presidential

election, Robertson became disenchanted with the southern evangelical, mainly

because of Carter’s refusal to oppose legalized abortion or to support organized

prayer in public schools.  Ultimately, Robertson became convinced that the

Republican Party was the best vehicle by which religious conservatives could

promote their agenda.  23

Although well regarded by Christian conservatives, Robertson was far

from popular with the general public.  Many of his statements on The 700 Club

revealed an end-times theology characterized by a belief that Jesus Christ would

return to establish a Millennial Reign on earth.  On the show, he frequently

claimed to have received messages from God, including instructions to run for 
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the presidency in 1988.  Such unusual religious practices did not endear him to a

large following outside his base of religious conservatives.  24

Still, Robertson’s selection as speaker might not have aroused such a furor

if not for his controversial political views.  Perhaps his most infamous statement

was his insistence that feminism “encourages women to leave their husbands, kill

their children, practice witchcraft, destroy capitalism, and become lesbians.”25

Despite such controversial comments, convention organizers decided to allow

Robertson an evening speaking role during prime time television coverage.  That

decision was indicative of the importance of religious conservatives to the

Republicans’ electoral chances.  Although Robertson’s views did not earn him to

a large mainstream following, religious voters who admired Robertson provided

crucial monetary and organizational support for Republican presidential

candidates.  To no one’s surprise, Robertson used his speech as a forum to

trumpet issues of importance to the Christian Right.  His speech proved to be one

of the convention’s most memorable. 

In keeping with the theme of the convention, Robertson focused his

message on a discussion of “the American family,” stating that the most

important issues facing the country were those facing the family.  While
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politicians often make ambiguous references to the family during speeches,

Robertson left no doubt about what he meant.  Calling the Republican vision for

the country one of “faith in God” and “strong families,” Robertson drew a sharp

contrast between Democrats, who he claimed were not concerned with family

values, and Republicans, who made those issues a centerpiece of their agenda.

After several ambiguous references to family values and a rousing endorsement

of Bush’s reelection candidacy, Robertson moved to discuss the issues that had

defined his career, both as a preacher and politician.  26

First, he discussed the issue of abortion rights, with little of the restraint

that usually characterizes convention speeches.  He asserted that if Clinton were

elected president, he would appoint only judges who support “abortion on

demand.”  He made reference to a Clinton comment that he would not let his

thirteen-year-old daughter get her ears pierced by stating, “But he wants to give

your thirteen-year-old daughter the choice without your consent to destroy the

life of her unborn baby.”   The reference was apparently to the debate over27

parental notification laws for minors seeking abortions.  The statement was

peculiar, given the fact that, as governor of Arkansas, Clinton had signed a bill

Http://www.patrobertson.com/Speeches/1992GOPConvention.asp.
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requiring minors to seek the parental notification Robertson advocated so

strongly.  In fact, Clinton had mentioned the issue several times since starting his

campaign, even drawing the criticism of the National Organization for Women

for his stance.   Robertson also suggested that a major difference between28

Republicans and Democrats was the desire of Republicans to “protect the unborn

child in his mother’s womb.”  29

Such sweeping statements on abortion were especially curious given the

fact that a significant minority of Republicans considered themselves pro-choice.

Robertson’s statements were indicative of the fact that, although many

Republicans still maintained a pro-choice stance, the party had become

unambiguous in its opposition to abortion rights by 1992.  Besides the strident

platform language, speeches like Robertson’s showed that, in many ways,

Republican moderates had lost their battle on the issue.  While Robertson was

given a prime time speaking slot to call for the protection of “the unborn child,”

only one speaker at the entire convention was allowed to mention a pro-choice

viewpoint.  That speech, given by California senatorial candidate John Seymour, 
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came during the day when view people were watching.   Robertson’s comments30

left little doubt about where the party stood on the issue. 

Abortion was not the only social issue Robertson mentioned in his

address.  He also focused on gay rights, another important topic to religious

conservatives.  Republicans had attacked Clinton throughout the campaign for

his support of repealing the ban on gays in the military.  Robertson continued

that line of attack, saying that Clinton’s election would be detrimental to family

values because of the possibility that gays might serve in the armed forces.  He

also stated that if elected, Clinton would nominate gays and lesbians to

prominent positions in his cabinet.   Although Clinton had mentioned that31

possibility in a positive context, to Robertson such a move would represent an

attack on “traditional family values.”  Throughout his speech, Robertson used

that phrase, once even attempting a definition.  After stating that Clinton did not

support family values, despite his repeated use of the phrase throughout the

campaign, Robertson alleged that Clinton wanted to “destroy the traditional

family and transfer many of its functions to the federal government.”  After

stating his belief that Clinton misused the term “family values,” Robertson

offered his own definition: “I have been asked repeatedly to define traditional
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values.  I say very simply, to me and most Republicans, traditional values start

with faith in Almighty God.”   Robertson’s pointed attacks on Clinton for his32

perceived lack of family values and his repeated statements attacking abortion

and gay rights were some of the most provocative comments of the convention.

The fact that Republicans gave Robertson such an important speaking role was a

testament to the influence of religious conservatives within the party by 1992. 

His comments from the floor were another indication that, in many respects, the

message of the Christian Right had become synonymous with the Republican

vision for the country. 

Robertson’s speech received significant attention in the national media. 

Articles on his address tended to focus on the increasing influence of religious

conservatives within the party.  Many of these articles quoted frustrated

moderates who felt that the courting of Christian conservatives by the

Bush/Quayle campaign was a poor political strategy.  The reaction of one

delegate was typical: “I worried that giving the Religious Right too much power

would backfire by turning away voters who supported the Republicans on other

issues, but did not agree with an emphasis on social issues for the party.”33

During Robertson’s address, cameras of the major television networks sometimes
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panned to the Bush family box, where Jerry Falwell sat as an invited guest

during much of the convention proceedings.  Following Robertson’s speech,

Falwell answered questions about the influence of religious conservatives, and

his answers were less than reassuring to disgruntled moderates.  Claiming that

religious conservatives were the reason behind the previous three Republican

presidential victories, he cited polling data showing that evangelicals alone voted

2 to 1 for Reagan in 1980 and 4 to 1 for Reagan in 1984 and Bush in 1988.

“Clearly, the religious conservatives are the difference,” he said.34

Besides Robertson’s speech and Falwell’s obvious position of prominence

at the convention, Republican moderates had another reason to be concerned.

Following Robertson’s speech, a prominent member of the Bush campaign,

consultant Roy Jones, announced the creation of a campaign auxiliary called

“Evangelical Leaders and Laymen for Bush.”  The purpose of the group was to

organize conservative pastors and church members in order to galvanize turnout

for Bush by the Christian Right.  Calling these plans “a very big effort . . . to

mainstream the evangelical movement,” Jones announced that the organization

would be led by fifteen to twenty chairs and over 200 vice chairs, most of whom

would be pastors.  “There is a resurgence of the Religious Right going on out
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there that is very exciting,” Jones claimed.   He specifically mentioned Jerry35

Falwell and Pat Robertson as important members of the movement with which

the Bush campaign believed it could work closely to galvanize the desired

turnout among religious conservatives.  Robertson claimed that over 40 percent

of delegates to the convention were religious conservatives and took some credit

for that, stating, “We have a very strong grassroots organization, and these

people at the convention represent that.”   The speeches of prominent religious36

conservatives at the convention, while certainly notable for their emphasis of

social issues, might not have been as meaningful if they were not also

accompanied by a serious courting of the Religious Right by the Bush campaign.

Falwell’s seating with the Bush family and Robertson’s prime time speaking role

were only two examples of how religious conservatives enjoyed a place of

prominence at the 1992 convention.  Not only did Christian conservatives finally

receive respect from Republican leaders, but they also exerted an influence on

the convention that was proportionate to their representation in the party. 

Although speeches by Robertson and others were notable for their

emphasis on issues of importance to religious conservatives, no speech generated

more controversy than the convention’s keynote address, delivered by Pat
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Buchanan on the convention’s second night.  Buchanan had been Bush’s primary

opponent, and he had fared better than many expected.  Challenging Bush from

the right on social and economic issues, Buchanan earned the support of many

conservatives, especially those motivated by religion and social issues.

Opposition to abortion and gay rights formed the centerpiece of Buchanan’s

campaign.  Although he won no primary victories, he did make strong showings

in the Georgia and New Hampshire primaries.   Because of this strong showing,37

convention organizers awarded Buchanan the keynote address. 

In his memoirs, Bush does not discuss why Buchanan was allowed such

an important slot, but Quayle does.  According to Quayle, Buchanan’s selection

as a prime-time speaker was the result of Buchanan’s tenacity in lobbying for the

spot.   As Bush’s only primary rival, it would have been unusual for him not to38

receive a major speaking role.  Despite that fact, Quayle later conceded that

Buchanan’s selection was a major error of the campaign.  Moreover, convention

planners, who worked on behalf of the Bush/Quayle campaign, did not demand

to see a text of Buchanan’s speech before he delivered it.  Although such an

action would not have been unusual for an important political speech, the only

requirement convention organizers gave Buchanan was that he endorse Bush at
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some point in the speech.  The political calculation behind Buchanan’s selection

was the belief that giving a leading religious conservative such an important slot

would galvanize disaffected Buchanan voters and solidify the Christian Right for

Bush.  The Bush campaign later realized that the calculation was flawed.  In fact,

Christian conservatives had no serious option other than to vote for Bush’s

reelection or stay home.39

Buchanan’s speech became a subject of controversy almost immediately

after he delivered it.  The primary reason for this uproar was the controversial

nature of his remarks.  Typical of Buchanan, he did not hold back in his

statements.  Instead, he presented a speech that was infused with references to

religion, God, and conservative social values.  If the theme of the 1992 convention

was the increasing influence of religious conservatives, Buchanan’s oration was

the most striking indication that the group had finally achieved a place of

prominence within the party.  To begin his speech, Buchanan made clear his

support of Bush’s reelection bid and encouraged all “Buchanan brigades” to

work for the goal of a Bush victory, fulfilling the requirement that he endorse

Bush in the speech.   While Buchanan did follow his end of the bargain, the40

remainder of his speech was more a declaration of Christian conservative beliefs
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than a political endorsement.  His address included repeated references to the

causes of the Christian Right and comments that angered moderate Republicans. 

After lauding Bush as a “defender of right-to-life and lifelong champion of

the Judeo-Christian values on which this country was built,” Buchanan moved to

discuss the social issues that had defined his political career.  First, he accused

Clinton and the Democrats of supporting “unrestricted abortion on demand.”  41

His comments ignored the fact that while Clinton had certainly been an advocate

of Roe vs. Wade, he had also consistently supported various restrictions on

abortion, including parental notification and a waiting period for women

wishing to receive an abortion.   While a few other convention speakers made42

vague references to the controversial issue of abortion, Buchanan was

unambiguous in his statements.  Accusing Clinton of refusing to defend “the

twenty-five million unborn children who have been destroyed since Roe vs

Wade,” Buchanan asserted that Bush deserved the support of pro-life voters.   By43

describing aborted pregnancies in such stark terms, he left little room for nuance

or ambiguity on the subject.  While this was certainly consistent with religious

conservative views on the issue, it also represented a divergence from traditional
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Republican convention speeches that made only nebulous references to the pro-

life view and focused more on economic and foreign policy issues.  Buchanan’s

comments on abortion were another sign that religious conservatives had

reached a new status in the party.  Now, their views could be heard from the

convention floor in prime time coverage, with little restraint. 

Buchanan also addressed the issue of gay rights, asserting that the Clinton

campaign was beholden to the gay rights movement.  Of particular concern to

Buchanan was that the organizers of the Democratic National Convention

allowed a “militant leader of the homosexual rights movement” to speak at the

event.  That speaker had referred to the Clinton/Gore ticket as “the most pro-

lesbian and pro-gay ticket in American history.”   Buchanan agreed with that44

assessment and attacked the Democrats for allowing a leader of the gay rights

movement to speak at their convention.  He addressed specifically the idea that

gays and lesbians should be afforded any standing under the law that resembles

the marriage rights of heterosexual couples.  Calling the idea “amoral,” he cited it

as one of the principle reasons religious conservatives should oppose Clinton’s

candidacy and support the Bush/Quayle ticket.   Buchanan’s emphasis on45

opposition to gay rights was characteristic of Christian Right rhetoric and
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undoubtedly familiar to his many supporters.  It was not, however, consistent

with the emphasis of the Bush campaign, which rarely mentioned the issue and

avoided alienating gay voters with such rhetoric. 

Perhaps the most memorable line of Buchanan’s oration was his reference

to a “religious war going on for the soul of the country.”  According to him, that

war was just as crucial to “the kind of nation we will be as the Cold War itself.”

As he described that struggle, he made clear his belief that Bush was on the side

of religious conservatives.  At various points throughout his speech, he

emphasized Bush’s conservative positions on social issues.  He claimed that the

president stood with religious conservatives on 

       “freedom of choice for religious schools . . . against the amoral idea that gay    

        and lesbian couples should have the same standing in the law as married        

        men and women . . . for right to life, voluntary prayer in the public schools,    

        and against putting women in combat.”46

Buchanan’s comments tied Bush to the Religious Right in a way that was

different from previous Republican presidential candidates.  Although other

candidates, especially Ronald Reagan, had benefitted from the support of these

voters, Buchanan’s endorsement represented a more serious merging of religious

conservative values and a presidential candidate than had previously occurred.

He laced his speech with the kinds of religious references one would expect from
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an evangelical church service, but that are unusual for a keynote speech at a

political convention.  By deriding people with opposing views, he seemed to

imply that the Republican Party was not the “big tent” for which moderate

Republicans had hoped.  Quayle later admitted that after the speech, he

recognized that Buchanan had seriously damaged Bush’s chances of winning

reelection.47

The speech received a raucous response from the convention delegates,

according to media reports and delegates who attended the convention.  Bill

Stanford, a member of the Texas delegation to the convention, remembers that,

although the speech became a political liability, most of the delegates agreed

with Buchanan’s sentiments.  Their response was “very enthusiastic . . .

everybody at the convention just cheered the heck out of his speech.”  Despite

that response, Stanford admits that the speech did “terrible damage” to Bush’s

reelection chances.   Alan Sager, who worked on the planning committee for the48

convention, also cites the Buchanan speech as a primary cause of Bush’s defeat.

Although he recalls that the initial response from convention delegates was that

Buchanan had delivered “a great speech,” the national reaction to the address

soured the mood at the convention.  During the convention week, Sager spoke
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frequently with strategists from the Bush campaign who immediately recognized

that Buchanan’s speech would hurt their candidate’s chances.  To Sager, the

decision to allow Buchanan a prime speaking slot was the clearest mistake of the

convention.49

 The reaction of the national media to Buchanan’s address could not have

been more negative.  Most media reports focused on renunciations of the speech

by Democrats and moderate Republicans.  The most notable Republican to

criticize the speech was former representative, presidential candidate, and

Housing Secretary Jack Kemp.  He took particular issue with Buchanan’s attacks

on Hillary Clinton, Bill Clinton’s wife who Buchanan accused of being a “radical

feminist.”  Kemp also criticized the culture war references, saying that Buchanan

“went too far” in delineating the differences between conservatives and liberals.

“I do not want to see a religious war, a jihad, or some type of battle that splits

America . . . you cannot govern the country by dividing the American people.”  50

Most televison networks gave negative attention to Buchanan’s

conservative rhetoric, with many commentators comparing the address to Barry

Goldwater’s 1964 acceptance speech, in which he famously declared, “Extremism

in defense of liberty is no vice.”  While Buchanan might have enjoyed the
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comparison, it was not a favorable one.  Goldwater suffered a devastating defeat

in that election.  Even the television images during the speech underscored the

notion that conservative Christians had taken over the party.  During Buchanan’s

address, cameras on all three major broadcast networks cut away to shots of

Jerry Falwell and conservative activist Phyllis Schlafly looking on admiringly.51

These images hurt Bush’s attempts to appeal to socially moderate voters, though

they probably conveyed a realistic picture of power at the convention

Buchanan’s speech also gave Democrats an opportunity to portray the

Republicans as beholden to the Religious Right, and the Democrats took full

advantage of this opportunity.  Mario Cuomo, the Democratic governor of New

York and an adviser to the Clinton/Gore campaign, made the rounds on political

television shows to discuss the issue.  He asserted that many voters were

“probably scared to death” of the Republican message presented at the

convention.  Recalling Buchanan’s description of a religious war, Cuomo replied,

“My God, what are you saying?  That if people don’t believe in God the way you

do, they’re somehow inferior?”   Appearing on a show with Cuomo, Buchanan52

charged that his views were in the mainstream, but his message certainly gave

Democrats an opportunity to portray Republicans as far to the right on social
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issues.   The reaction of the Bush campaign to Buchanan’s speech seemed to53

support Cuomo’s contention that Buchanan’s rhetoric would hurt the Bush

campaign politically.  After the Republican convention failed to deliver the rise in

poll numbers the Bush campaign had hoped for, some in the media questioned

whether Buchanan’s speech hurt Bush.  When asked about Buchanan’s rhetoric

and its effect on the campaign, Quayle declined to defend Buchanan. 

Responding to a question about Buchanan’s speech, Quayle responded, “I don’t

think you heard any of that rhetoric coming from me.  You didn’t hear it coming

from the president.”  Meanwhile, Buchanan refused to back down from his

statements, claiming that the Bush campaign needed him to reassure social

conservatives that a vote for Bush was acceptable.54

Although religious conservatives influenced the tenor of the convention in

numerous ways, one notable exception was the convention’s most important

speech: Bush’s acceptance address.  In his speech, Bush refrained from

mentioning either abortion or gay rights, the two most important issues to

religious conservatives.  While he made several obscure references to religion, his

speech was relatively free of the strident conservative language employed by

speakers like Buchanan, Robertson, and Quayle.  He focused most of his speech
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on foreign affairs and the economy.  He left social issues out almost completely.  55

Bush’s speech served as a reminder of his somewhat strained relations with the

Christian Right.  Although he garnered their support, primarily because he was a

more amenable choice than his opposition, he remained no favorite of religious

conservatives.  Still, his willingness to allow a theme of family values for the

convention and to give the Religious Right such an important forum for its ideas

was significant.  It allowed him to receive broad support from social

conservatives without having to mention their issues. 

Despite Bush’s speech, the larger theme of the convention represented a

serious accomplishment for the religious conservative movement.  While their

victory on the platform was significant, it would have seemed hollow without

the rhetoric that dominated the convention.  Certainly, platforms are crucial in

determining where political parties stand at various points in history.  The

unambiguous language on abortion, gay rights, school prayer, and religion

demonstrated that the Christian Right had sufficient organizational prowess to

push its agenda within the party.  Still, the influence of religious conservative

ideals on the tenor of the convention showed that the movement’s success was

not limited to behind the scenes party maneuvering.  Not only did Christian
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conservatives determine the official stances of the Republican Party, but they also

had a profound impact on the party’s public image.  This point was crucial

because until 1992, religious conservatives had, in many respects, remained on

the sidelines of the Republican Party.  As previously noted,  leaders of the

movement worried that Republican politicians appreciated their vast

organizational network, but were unwilling to allow their issues to become

central to the Republican agenda.  The 1992 convention provided ample evidence

that religious conservatives had become so important to the party that

Republican candidates could ill afford to ignore them during convention week. 

At the 1992 convention, religious conservatives influenced the tenor of the

convention in two important ways.  First, the willingness of Republican leaders

to grant prime time televised speaking slots to prominent leaders of the

movement was significant.  Clearly, the decision to give Pat Buchanan the

keynote address showed the eagerness of Republican leaders to galvanize

turnout among Christian conservatives.  His oration provided these voters the

kind of national platform they had long coveted, but rarely earned.  Pat

Robertson’s speech was another landmark for the movement.  That Republican

leaders gave the founder of the Christian Coalition such an important speaking

role was a testament to how far the Christian Right had come, not only in

Republican circles but in national politics.  Besides the decision to allow these
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prominent religious conservatives speaking roles, the convention’s very theme

demonstrated the changing dynamic within the party. At a convention charged

with tension between social moderates and Christian conservatives, the decision

by Bush campaign officials to make “Family Values” the convention’s theme was

telling.  It demonstrated that the issues that had long driven the religious

conservative movement also drove the Republican Party by 1992.  That this

change took place against the backdrop of Bush’s strained relations with the

Christian Right was another demonstration that religious conservatives were no

longer outsiders in the party. 
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CHAPTER FOUR

Conclusion

Following the convention, numerous media reports focused on the

prevalence of the “family values” theme at the convention.  During the speeches,

television commentators on the major networks also mentioned the influence of

religious conservatives frequently in their coverage.  In a post-convention

interview with Tom Brokaw of NBC News, Bush had to face the question of their

influence, both on the platform and on the tenor of the convention.  Regarding

the platform, Brokaw pointed out that the Republican platform called for a

complete ban on abortions, including in cases of rape, incest, or a threat to the

mother’s life or health.  That position was to the right of even Bush’s own

position, which allowed for such exceptions.  Bush brushed aside the question by

saying, “If it’s not compatible with the platform, never mind,” but the issue was

problematic for him.  Numerous articles compared the 1992 convention to the

1964 Republican convention, at which conservatives took control of the party’s

platform and nominated one of their own, Senator Barry Goldwater from 
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Arizona.   Conventional wisdom suggested that the 1964 convention, which1

included a stridently conservative acceptance speech by Goldwater, hurt the

Republicans politically.  Bush tried to downplay such comparisons, and he was

probably correct that the similarities between the two conventions were not that

great.  After all, Bush himself was no Goldwater, either in temperament or

ideology.  Still, the persistent view that the 1992 convention had belonged to

religious conservatives plagued the Bush campaign.2

Bush tried to distance himself from the convention, as strategists

reconsidered whether the family values message was politically resonant.  After

the convention failed to close the polling gap between Bush and Clinton, the

Bush campaign adopted a less strident tone on family values issues.  Strategists

also called for a lessening of the personal attacks on the character of Clinton and

his wife, Hillary, that had been the hallmark of the most notable convention

speeches.  Charles Black, a senior strategist to the Bush campaign, described a

new political strategy for Bush.  Stating his belief that social conservatives were a

vital part of the Republican coalition, he acknowledged that the campaign would
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not abandon discussion of family values.  He did, however, call for a softer tone

when speaking of those issues.  He also made clear that while Bush supporters

might attack the Clintons of their own volition, such attacks would not be a part

of the official Republican campaign.  Finally, he emphasized that foreign policy

and economic issues were crucial to the Bush campaign and would receive more

attention than social issues.  3

For his part, Bush demonstrated the new strategy when he was

questioned about comments made by Newt Gingrich, the House Minority Whip

from Georgia who was popular with conservatives.  In a statement that was

widely publicized, Gingrich attacked the Clintons’ morality and stated that their

vision of family was comparable to the personal life of the movie star Woody

Allen.  Bush disavowed the remark and called for fewer personal attacks from

his fellow Republicans.   While the Bush campaign could not completely distance4

itself from religious conservatives, strategists obviously realized the need for

some separation.  The principal reason for this attitude was the political effect of

the convention. 

If Bush campaign officials had hoped that the message of family values at

the convention would reinvigorate the campaign, their calculation was flawed.
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The influence of religious conservatives at the 1992 RNC seems to have had a

detrimental impact on Bush’s reelection chances.  His post-convention “bounce”

was much smaller than is typical for a presidential candidate following his

convention.  According to post-convention polls, Bush experienced only a six-

point surge following a week of prime-time television coverage dedicated to his

party’s convention.  Significantly, that bounce was eight points smaller than

Clinton’s following the Democratic convention, and Clinton still led Bush by

eighteen percentage points.   Bill Sager, a Texas delegate who worked on the5

convention’s planning committee, remembers the concern of convention

planners that the president did not receive a larger bounce.  “By the third night

of the convention, we realized that he was not getting the kind of bounce we

needed to win the election. It was very disconcerting.”  To Sager, the Buchanan

speech was a primary cause of Bush’s troubling poll numbers.  “His speech

allowed the media to focus on a negative and ignore many of the more positive

things at the convention.”   Whatever the reasons for Bush’s troubling poll6

numbers, Bush’s bounce was clearly not large enough to make a contest of the

presidential race.  The influence of religious conservatives had not provided the

necessary boost.
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Although the immediate poll numbers were not encouraging for the Bush

campaign, they at least showed some minimal gains.  Even these small

improvements turned out to be fleeting.  A CBS News/New York Times poll taken

three days after the convention’s final night showed a 51 to 36 percent lead for

Clinton.  The fifteen point spread was the exact same lead Clinton enjoyed before

the convention.  Even more troubling for the Bush campaign was the attitude of

voters about which issues were most important to their decision.  The economy

and health care were by far the most important issues to voters, with both topics

far outpacing other concerns.  Issues like family values and gay rights were far

down the list, with both receiving the interest of less than 30 percent of voters.7

Another poll found a similar interest in the economy, even after the Republican

convention focused on social issues.  In that poll, voters favored Clinton on the

economy by a seventeen-point spread.   These poll numbers were typical of other8

surveys, all of which showed that Bush did not receive the necessary boost from

his convention.  While analyzing poll numbers can be treacherous, the clear

indication is that the Bush strategy of focusing on social issues and emphasizing

family values failed.  Following the convention, Bush still trailed Clinton by
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roughly the same margin that he had before it started. 

Besides the convention’s failure to provide Bush with improved poll

numbers, the convention also hurt Bush in more general and lasting ways.  After

the convention, Bush never came close to Clinton in public opinion surveys.

Ultimately, Clinton won the presidency with 43 percent of the popular vote to

Bush’s 37 percent.  Independent candidate Ross Perot garnered 19 percent

support.  In the electoral college, Clinton’s victory was even more convincing. He

finished with 370 electoral votes to Bush’s 168.  Exit polls conducted as voters left

their respective polling places showed that a primary reason for Clinton’s victory

was his appeal to women.  While Clinton and Bush earned roughly the same

percentage of white male voters, white women voted overwhelmingly for

Clinton.  Women also identified themselves as supportive of gay rights and

abortion rights in greater percentages than their male counterparts.  Apparently,

the Republican emphasis on those issues at the convention hurt them with

women voters.  While women traditionally favor Democratic candidates in close

elections, their support for Clinton was much more significant than it had been

for the previous three Democratic candidates, including Bush’s 1988 opponent,

Massachusetts Governor Michael Dukakis.   That Republicans emphasized their9

opposition to abortion and gay rights throughout the convention seems to have 
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hurt their chances of capturing a larger share of the female vote and winning the

general election. 

While the influence of religious conservatives at the RNC does not seem to

have helped Bush’s reelection chances, it did provide one important benefit:

strengthening the Republican Party’s hold on white Protestant voters.  Bush

increased his share among this group from 1988, winning a clear majority of their

votes, even in a three-way contest.  Among white voters who identified

themselves as “born-again,” Bush gained sixty-one percent of the vote.  Because

these voters are far more likely to reside in the South than in any other region,

Bush performed significantly better there than in any other region of the country.

Moreover, Bush’s level of support among whites was the strongest among the

most religiously devoted voters.  White voters who regularly attended church

supported Bush in far greater numbers than those who did not.  10

Although Bush’s strong performance among white religious voters did

not help Bush win the election, it signified an important turning point for his

party.  Previous Republican candidates had drawn strong support from white

Protestants, particularly evangelicals, but that support had always mirrored

national trends.  For example, they voted for the winning Republican tickets in

the 1980, 1984, and 1988 campaigns.  In 1992, these voters supported Bush even
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as he experienced a decisive defeat in the national polls.  More than any other

year, the 1992 election results provided evidence that Christian conservatives

were a central part of the Republican coalition.  Perhaps because of their

prominent role at the convention, these voters further identified themselves with

the Republican Party.  More than simply a useful voting bloc for popular

Republican presidential candidates, they were serious players within the party,

willing to stand with the ticket, even in defeat. 

Although the convention’s theme did not help Bush’s reelection chances,

conservative convention delegates appreciated the message.  One convention

delegate, M. A. Taylor, recalls that, although the tenor of the convention might

not have helped Bush’s campaign, it was in keeping with the views of many

conservative Christians.  “Many of us were happy that the party was moving to

embrace voters who had previously been reluctant to be involved in party

politics,” remembers M.A. Taylor.   Audrey McDonald, a Louisiana delegate to11

the convention, recalls that most of the delegates she spoke with agreed with the

emphasis on religious values.  “The Republican Party needed to stand up for all

of our values, which were based in our religious beliefs.”  She believes that

standing strongly against abortion and emphasizing moral values was the right
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thing for Republicans to do.   Another delegate, Ray Meadows, believes that the12

party’s decision to reach out to conservative Christians was beneficial in the long

run.  “By standing for the values of so many people, the party was able to reach

many voters it would not otherwise have been able to.”   The party’s shift to the13

right on social issues and its willingness to grant prominent speaking roles to

religious conservatives did not go unnoticed by the party faithful. 

Despite evidence to the contrary, conservative leaders refused to accept

blame for the convention’s negative impact on the party’s presidential ticket.

Even Quayle, who admitted that Buchanan’s speech hurt Bush’s chances,

maintained that the convention’s tenor was not overly conservative.  To him, the

media overstated the influence of religious conservatives and created a spectacle

where there was none.  In his mind, the convention would have been more

successful if not for the media’s insistence on covering the proceedings

negatively.   Not surprisingly, Buchanan was unrepentant about either the text14

of his speech or its perceived impact.  After New York Governor Mario Cuomo

attacked the speech as divisive, Buchanan penned an article in which he

defended his remarks and further elaborated his arguments on the culture war.
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Like Quayle, he blamed the media for creating controversy where there was

none, accusing American media of being on the wrong side of most social issues.

Additionally, he addressed the argument, made by members of the National

Council of Churches in a letter to Bush, that God should not be invoked for

partisan political purposes.  Buchanan responded by saying that God was not

neutral on the issues of abortion and gay rights and defending his emphasis on

religion.   Despite their defenses, neither man claimed that the influence of15

religious conservatives at the convention helped Bush’s cause. 

While the convention’s effect on the election is an open subject of

conjecture, the event’s significance as a breakthrough for religious conservatives

is undeniable.  Before 1992, Christian conservatives were mostly outsiders in the

Republican Party.  Although they provided crucial monetary and organizational

support for Republican candidates, they never enjoyed a position of prominence

at the party’s conventions.  By any measure, their role in the 1992 convention was

considerably more noticeable than it had ever been.  Their success in drafting a

platform that reflected their conservative social values was a testament to their

ability to organize convention delegates.  Their influence on the overall tenor of

the convention served as evidence of the Republican Party’s dependence on their

votes.  By agreeing to such a religiously oriented platform and allowing religious

Http://www.buchanan.org/pa-92-0914.html.
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conservatives such important speaking roles at the convention, Bush may have

doomed his reelection effort.  Beyond that, he did what even Ronald Reagan had

never done: solidify the position of Christian conservatives within the

Republican Party. 

One crucial point about the role of these voters at the convention is the

convention’s effect on their long term standing in the Republican Party.  The

Bush campaign’s strategy of placing religious conservatives at the center of the

convention was a more successful long term strategy than it was a shrewd

political move in 1992.  By allowing the Christian Right a place of prominence at

the convention, Bush ensured that these voters would remain a crucial part of the

Republican coalition.  Despite the hope of moderate Republicans that the

convention was an aberration, religious conservatives have remained an integral

part of that coalition and continue to serve as one of the most powerful forces in

American politics.  While they may not have helped Bush’s reelection chances in

1992, they have been an indispensable resource for the party since that time. 

More than any other year, the 1992 convention ensured that their

involvement with the Republican Party would not be a short term partnership

based on mutual interests.  Instead, it has become one of the most celebrated and

influential political alliances of the twentieth century.  The relationship is

mutually beneficial to both partners.  Religious conservatives have in the
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Republican Party an ideal vehicle with which to carry their values to the public. 

For their part, Republicans receive a reliable voting bloc that is both large and

active.  Each election year, Republican candidates benefit from the organizational

prowess of the Christian Right.  The 1992 convention was a defining moment for

both religious conservatives and the Republican Party.  Both the platform

proceedings and the convention speeches demonstrated that, for better or worse,

religious conservatives had become indispensable to the party.  The passage of

time has only witnessed an increase in the power of these voters.  If current

trends continue and religious conservatives become an increasingly potent

political force, historians may eventually view the 1992 RNC as one of the great

political moments of the twentieth century. 
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